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CLEMSON COLLEGE CALENDAR - SESSION 1963-1964
Matriculation, new students - ---------------------- Monday ____ ___ ___ September

9

Registration, new students __ ______________________ Wednesday ___ ____ September 11
Matriculation and registration, current students _______ Wed.-Thurs. ___ September 11, 12
Late registration fee applies ____ ____ ________ _____ _ Friday

----------- September 13
Classes begin, abbreviated class schedule __ _______ __ _ Friday ----------- September 13
Abbreviated class schedule ___________________ ___ _ Saturday
--------- September 14
Last day for matriculation

Thursday _________ September 19

Last day to add a subject

Thursday _________ September 26

Last day to drop a subject without record of drop ___ _ Thursday _____ ______ October 10
Last day to order diploma for mid-year grad. ______ __ Saturday ____ ______ _ October 12
Preliminary reports due

Monday ________ ____ October 28

Clemson-Carolina game -------------------------- Saturday ____ __ __ __ November 23
Thanksgiving Holidays --------- ------------------ Thurs. -Sat. ___ __ November 28-30
Chrishnas Holidays begin at 1 p.m . ______ ___________ Wednesday _______ December 18
Classes Resume ----------------------------- ---- Friday _____________ January

3

E xaminations begin --------- - - - ------------------ Thursday ___ ________ January 16
Faculty meeting to consider candidates for grad. ______ Friday _____________ January 24
Mid-year graduation ------------- ---------------- Saturday ____ ____ ___ January 25
Matriculation, new students ______________________ Monday ____________ January 27
Registration , all students ------------------------- Wed.-Thurs. _____ January 29, 30
Late registration fee applies ______________________ Friday

January 31

Classes begin, abbreviated schedule ________________ Friday

January

:n

Abbreviated class schedule ___ ____________________ Saturday ___ ____ ___ February

1

Last day for matriculation

Thursday

February

6

Last clay to add a subject

Thursday

February 13

Last day to drop a subject without record of drop ____ Thursday

February 27

Last day to order diploma for June graduation _____ __ Thursday

February 27
Preliminary reports clue _________ ____ _____________ Monday _____ ____ ____ March 16
Easter Holidays begin at 1 p.m. ___ ______ ____ ______ Thursday ____________ March 26
Classes Resume --------- ------------------------ Wednesday ______ _____ April

1

Honors and Awards Dayclasses suspended at 12 noon ____ ____ _________ Wednesday

May

6

Examinations begin ------------------------------ V/eclnesday

May 20

Faculty meeting to consider candidates for grad. _____ Friday __ __ ____ ________ May 29
Commencement --------------------------------- Saturday ___________ ___ May 30
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THE CLEMSON STUDENT PRAYER

By Clemson Student

Almighty Goel, C rea tor of Lh
knowledge, we th ank Thee for th

univ rs , the Author of all
pri iJegc of attending this

institution which is so fill ed with opportunities for us to develop
our minds and our live . vVc ask Thy 1ichest bles ing

upon it

and upon our famili s and loved ones who have made it po sible
for us to be here. Forgive u wh en we fa il to do our be t. Crea te
within our minds a desire to succeed. Give u insight to r aliz

th at

success apart from Thy will is impossible. Help u s to eek and to
know thi

will. Give us receptive and open minds. Give us the

abliity to weigh and to con ider. Cuicle our profes or

that th y

might inspire us to reach for higher goal . Direct each member of
the administration, fa culty, and of all dep artments and services to
our school that it might continue to grow and ex-panel its po ilive
influence upon mankind. Amen.

25D108
3

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY

TH IS IS CLEMSON
Thomas Green Clemson and his friends began to
advocate the establishment of an agricultural college
for South Carolina in 1866. The initial movement
failed through lack of support, however; for the state
was exhausted and prostrate from the effects of the
Civil \Var; but Clemson clung to his dream. Clemson
never realized this dream in his lifetime, but he believed in it so strongly that he provided in his will
that the bulk of his property should pass to the state
after his death, and be used in the establishment of
such an institution.
\Vhen the Clemson will was made public after his
death in April of 1883, there was quite a stir caused
by the claims of Clemson's granddaughter over her
legal rights to the Fort Hill estate. Another controversy
was caused by the part of Clemson's will which dealt
with the granting of the land to the state for the
establishment of an agricultural college. Opposition
to the new school came mostly from political factions
and from the other state-supported institutions. Their
contention was that the state of South Carolina already had an excellent agricultural school in the University of South Carolina. Also questioned was the
legality of the will, which was being decided in a
lawsuit between Clemson's granddaughter's father,
Gideon Lee, and Clemson's attorney, R. W. Simpson,
over the disposition of the estate. On May 21, 1889,
the United States Circuit Court ruled in favor of

Clemson's backers. This court action
and the unrelenting efforts of Benjamin Tillman paved the way for .the
establishment of Clemson College.
Finally, on November 27, 1889, the
signature of Governor Richardson on
the Clemson bill turned Thomas Clemson's long cherished dream into a reality.
The estate in question had originally belonged to a Presbyterian minister,
the Rev. James McElhenny, who had
given the name Clergy Hall to the
mansion he built on the estate in the
early 1800's. After the death of the
Rev. McElhenny in 1825, John C.
Calhoun moved into Clergy Hall and
changed its name to Fort Hill. When
Mr. Calhoun died in 1850, the estate
became the property of his wife, who
willed it to her daughter, the wife of
Thomas Clemson. In 1878, when Mrs.
Clemson died, her hu band inherited
the estate. Upon his death, the beautiful 814 acres were willed to the State
of South Carolina.

CHEMISTRY

dent Buchanan , but re igncd in 1861 to cn li,t
in the Army of the Confederate Stales of
America. After the war he ·a\\' the desolate
condition that the South had fallen lo and
began his dream as a hope lo save the outh
he so dearly loved.
The dream became reality on Jul y 7, ] 893,
when the first session of Clemson College
began with a faculty of fifteen and a student
body of 446. The present campus origina ll y
consisted merely of the Clemson l\Iemorial
Hall, a chemical laboratory, a machinery hall,
an infirmary, one dormitory, and nineteen
faculty residences. The ne t year, the college curriculum became departmental, offering many of th e present course . By 1963,
th e college had ex"])anclecl to 23,000 acre ,
over 4,000 students, and 367 faculty m embers. There h ave been many change in th e

"It is my purpose to establish a college which will combine physical and
intell ectual education. To accomplish
this is the one great desire of my life."
Thomas Green Clemson wa born in Philadelphia on July 1, 1807, and as a yo uth was
arckn tl y interested in chemistry. To receive
a more intensive stud y, he studied at th e
Hoyal choo l of l\1ines in Paris and received
a mining engineer's diploma from th e Hoyal
.\lin t in Paris. Clemson had inherited a keen
interest in politics from hi s Hcvolutionary
ance~tors and being a finn believer in pcr·ona l liberty, he participated in the Hcvolulion of 1830, which ousted Kin g Charles X
from the French throne. After returnin g to
th e United Stales, Clemson married th e
daughter of J oho C. Calhoun and entered
politics, under the urging of his father-inlaw. Ile obtained first-h:rnd information on
E uropean agricultural techniques during his
l\,·elve yea rs of sen ice as the diplomatic reprc~cntative of th(' United Stales in Belgium.
l:pon returning home, he wa appointed the
first \1perinlc11dcnt of griculh1re by Pre~i-

LI BRA RY

campus, but the dyn amic growth durin g the
past decade overshadows all others. The
greatc 't ch ange occurred in 1953, when th e
present dormitory complex was completed;
and since then, modern struchu-es have mushroomed all over the campus. Since Clemson
lost its military discipline in 1955, it has obtained an atmosphere more conducive to
academic and intellectual fre edom. The com- '
pletion of our first co-eel dormitory this fall
will begin still another era in the life of the
college which was the fulfillment of th e
dreams of a far-sighted man-Thomas Clemson.
B. Tate Horton, Jr.

MEN ' S DORMITORY
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TEXTILE

HANOVER HOUSE

OLIN HALL

PHYSICS
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DEDICATION
MELFO RD A . WI LSO N
Vice-Presi d e nt for Busin ess an d Fin an ce

Within the past decade Clemson College
has taken giant strides toward the fulfillment of her destiny as a great university.
Upon a solid foundation laid by earli er
leaders, the Board of Trustees determined
in 1955 to reorganize the administrative
structure of the College for further expansion. This was no small task, for Clemson's
program of quality education includes diversified research, and continuous efforts
are being made to share new truth with
others, on and off the campus. To implement these aims, three factors are required:
competent p eople, dependable equipment,
and adequate funds.
Mr. Melford A. \Nilson was appointed to
the new post of Comptroller, bringing with
him the rich experience of many years of
administrative responsibility in State and
Federal service. In Washington, he developed standard procedures and directed
national programs which affected employment in the industiy and comerce of every state. His travels took him from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, but he preferred
South Carolina and her p eople, returning
in 1953 to Columbia as Executive Director
of the State Employment Security Commission. Two years later, he came to Clemson.
Every student b elieves he knows all about
professors, and every alumnus can describe
the ideal coach, but few understand the
complex problems which face the chief financial officer of an institution of higher
learning. Buildings are first planned and
financ ed, then erected and maintained. Students need to b e housed comfortably and
fed regularly. Water, heat and electricity
must b e available when and where needed;
equipment and supplies purchased and
stored, ready for use. The development of
a beautiful campus involves not only
buildings and grounds, but also requires
fire protection, space to park automobiles,
and security. Guests are welcomed as individuals at The Clemson House, or by
thousands when attending a football classic. All these activities, and more, are within Mr. Wilson's area of responsibility.
He h eads a group of busy p eople, work-

M EL FORD A . W ILSON

ing together as a team to get the job don e
well. New personnel must be recruited to
replace those who retire or move away.
All employees appreciate good equipment,
pleasant surroundings, and regular pay
checks. Clemson is fortunate to have its
business affairs in the hands of an administrator with his knowledge and experience. Only through wise budgeting of every
dollar and hour can Clemson's resources
contribute most to h er daily life, and to
plans for growth in the years ahead.
Although his schedule is crowded and
pressures are heavy, Mr. Wilson is keenly
interested in the individual student. A member of Phi Beta Kappa, he encourages
scholars. Father of two sons, he understands youth. A Naval Reserve officer in
World War II, he is at home with cadets.
A Rotarian, and an active Methodist layman,
he is also a member of the YMCA Advisory Board, a speaker at Vespers, and
attends the "Y" Freshman Camp each September to greet new students.
To Melford A. Wilson, Vice-President
for Business and Finance, fri end of students, faculty, and staff, this YMCA Handbook is affectionately dedicated in appreciation of his leadership in the sound administration of funds, personnel, and property. Endowed with ability and vision, he
is tireless in his efforts for Clemson College, whether the immediate goal is better
lighting for classrooms, improved salary
schedules, or finan cing a new library. vVorking quietly, often behind th e scenes, Mr.
Wilson is accelerating the clay when Thomas G. Clemson's dream will come true.
8

FORT HILL FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCI~ATION
CLEMSO , S. C.
Dedicated to the Promot-ion of
Thrifr and Home Ownership
JA~IES P. \\'Il!TLOCK, Secretary-Trea urer
Member
Federal Savings & Loan
Insurance Corp.
1ember
Federal Home Loan
Bank System

Compliments of

H. H. WILLIS

Clemson, South Carolina
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TERRY BOTTLING
CO., INC.

GREENWOOD, S. C.
A TDERSON, S. C.

Under Appointment of
Pepsi-Cola - New York
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Main Office
320 Buncombe St.
Greenville, S. C.

First Federal Serves People With
"Iwo Financial Services . . .

1st

2nd

Investment of funds, with
safety, profit and convenience.

Home financing-loans to
buy, build or remodel.

ADVANTAGES - Free Parking; Drive-in Windows; Savings-by-Mail;
Twice-Yearly Dividends; Comteous, Helpful Personnel

FIRST FEDERAL
Savings & Loan Association
Walter P. White, President

Main Office: 320 Buncombe St.
Branch: 1101 Wade Hampton Blvd.
Tel. 233-7435, Greenville, S. C.
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TO ALL CLEMSON STUDENTS
To all new and continuing students I
extend a cordial greeting and welcome.
Though what I am about to write refers
to every Clemson student, it applies especially to this year's freshmnn class . Experience indicates that about two-fifths of
the young men and women now enrolled
for the first time at Clemson will eventually earn baccalaureate degrees . These in
tum will join their fellow graduates from
other colleges and universities to become
the state's physicians, scientists, lawyers,
business executives, military officers, ministers and leaders in all the varied areas
of professional life.
In the face of these facts our Clemson
mission is clear. It is to do our full share
in the maturing of this leadership. It is to
offer to every Clemson man and woman
the finest possible foundation training in
the curriculum of his or her choice. This
is not only our mission-it is our solemn
obligation and our proud privilege.

R. C. EDWARDS

President

concentrate your study. These twenty-nine
curricula range from "A" to "Z"-Architecture to Zoology - and are administered in
the five undergraduate schools of the college. The curriculum selection you make
during or before your freshman year may
not stand as final as you make progress
toward senior status; but whatever your
final choice, based we trust on factors of
interest and aptih1de, it will not be dictated
by the college. The faculty and staff will
advise and counsel with you in this matter
of choosing a life's work but the eventual
decision is yours.

Let me follow this definition of Clemson's mission with a declaration of principle. Because it is our mission, our obligation, and our privilege to provide quality
education we must and we will insist on a
high measure of academic performance. You
need not expect less, and certainly you do
not deserve less.
You will be taught at Clemson by a professional faculty which numbers more than
375. These men and women have had undergraduate and graduate training in colleges and universities throughout the United
States. They are ded icated, experienced
teachers, and they are vitally concerned
with your training and your welfare. They
are teaching at Clemson because they are
competent. But more than that, they are
teaching b ecause they have unqu e~tioned
moral strength, becaus e th ey believe in the
youth of America, and becansc they love
the American way of life and it historical
devotion to freedom and the dignity of the
individual.

In summary, the m1ss10n of this college
is to prepare you for leadership in a world
which demands leaders. This mission is as
clear as it is concise, and we have the
tools, the faculty, the staff, the physical
plant, and the student5-to accomplish it.
W e do now and we will continue to place
your education as the first order of business
at Clemson, and we ask you to do the
same. Good luck and Godspeed to each of
you!

As a Clemson student you will choose
one of twenty-nine curricula in which to

C.
President

ROBERT
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EDWARDS

FROM THE DEAN
Someone pointed out recently lh:1t n1 ore
than ninety per cent of all scientists who
have ever lived are still ali, c. \\'hate, er
the truth of this, we do know tint the
mechanical changes in our civi liza tion since
the Twentieth Centmy began ha,·c in quantity and quality exec ded such changes for
all the rest of recorded histcll). \\'c knm,,
too, that change during your P\\'n lifr thu,
far has been dramatic; and that cha11gt•
will be even more brc-athtaking during till'
remainder of your clays in this vale of
tears and high taxes.
\\'hat does all this mean lo a collq~e
student? For one thing, it ml'an, that , ou1
formal education must of 1wccssiry rcc;uir
more effort-more w at, if you will-than
ever before. For another, your college mu,t
be more unrelenting in its demanch for
scholarship and seriousness than c er before. Only mature men and women can kal
with tomorrow· world; and training must
be pointed toward maturity if your nation
is to keep pace in tomorrow's woilcl.
\ Vhat will your \\'Oriel of tomorro\\' he?
1, rankly, no guess is too fantastic to he a
possibility. 1 w planets will be explored;
travel will be at the speed of light; automation will exist to an xtent undreamed of;
there will b a life expectancy exceeding
100 years; a single language will be
spoken over all the earth; ne\\' pO\\'Cr
sources and new mat rials will be ,l\ ail.
able. One could list hundreds of possible
and probable changes in society-and ) ou
will live to see many of them.
But it is equall y true that many things
will not change. Among th em ar the 11eed
for trained intellect; the req uirement for
responsibility in citizenship; th necessity
for moral discipline; the opportunity for
improvem nt; and the place of God in tl ,e
universe.
A trained intellect involves intellectual
curiosity and the persistent search for truth·
and curio ity and the search for truth
remain in your world the attributes that
separate men and place them on varying
levels of leadership and attainm nt.
The requirement for responsible citizenship is obviously changeless. Man must be
more responsive to it than ever in a world

J . K. WILLIAMS
Deon of the College

"'lwre Lhe ratio of space lo people is steadily
de-dining.
This is no less true of the necessity for
moral discipline. The t"·o-moral discipline
and responsible citizenship-arc semanti
bedfellows.
The opportunity to imprO\ e will not
change. Perfe lion will never arrive, mechanically, culhirally, or otherwise. Your
g!.'neration and all future generations "'iJI
still ha, e frontiers lo conquer. For kno\\'leclge is like a circle; th larg r the circl
( tht' area of know] dgt•), the larg r the
perimeter ( \\ hich marks the unkn0\111).
The plac of Cod in the uniH•rse will
not change, and your need for a p rsonal
rclaliomhip \\'ith God "ill not be lessened.
The mechanical \\'Orld in "hich you live
will change because of ,od, not in spite
of him.
So it is that you must work your way
through a changing world, but one in which
many things do not change. The wise man
will know what is "·hat and which is which·
and the wise man will use his college year~
to help him gain this insight.
Good luck lo each of yo u.

will

J. K.

\V1LLIA~IS

Dean of the College
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STUDENT AFFAIRS

WA LTER CO X

Dean of Stu dent Affairs

The reorgani za tion of the Administra ti on
of Clemson College in 1955 included tl1 c
establishment of the Office of Student Affa irs. Trus office, headed by the D ean of
Student Affairs, administers the total student p ersonnel program. The D ean of Student Affairs reports directly to ilie President
of the College. As one of th e four top administrators of the College, ilie D ean is
furth er charged with administrative supervision of Admissions and Registrations, Student H ealth Services. the YMCA, the Athleti c D epartment, the Dep artm ent of Bands,
and Student Aid and Placement Services .
The guiding principles for the operation
of the Office of Student Afairs are :
( 1 ) To exercise a continuing concern for
the total welfare and development of
the student.
( 2 ) To provide and co-ordinate essential
student services and activities which
support or complement the academic
program, and to maintain app!·opriate
records.
( 3) To encourage through Student Government the development of a democratic student community.
( 4 ) To provide throu gh special activities opportunity for intellectual, moral, cultural, spiritual and ph ys ical
development of th e sh1dents.

GEO RGE E. COA KL EY

Assistant Dea n of Students

(5 )

To provide effective two-way communication between ilie College Administration and the students.
Specific functions of ilie Office of Student Affairs include but are not limited
to Counseling, VVelfare and Discipline, Monitorship and Guidance of Clubs and Organizations, Placement Services, and Student Aid Services.
Operating directly under the Office of
Student Affairs on counseling matters is a
Counseling Psychologist, the Assistant D ean
of Students, two Resident Counselors, and
some 53 Residence H all Supervisors. All
Freshmen should know that they are one of
15 to 20 sh1dents assigned to a selected
fa culty member of ilieir school, who will
assist them in their intellectual adjustment.
Academic, educational, health, and moral
counseling h elp is available. These services
are only effective when sh1dents voluntarily seek th em out on a timely basis.
Maintenance of good order and discipline is exercised by th e Dean of Student
Affairs. TI1is is done throu gh sup ervisors
and the Student High Court. The College
takes pride in the fa ct that th e preponder-

16

tions with business, industry and governm ent. It maintains current fil es of reported
job opportunities and of alumni who wish
to learn of available openings. To assist
stud ents in planning th eir employment careers, th e Placement Office maintains inform ation p ertaining to summer em ployment.
The Student Financial Aid Office is responsible for co-ordin ating various types of
fin an cial ass istance administered by the College. This offi ce does not adm in ister honors
and awa rds, athl eti c gra nt-in-aids, and c rtain national , state and civic agencies assistance. The financial aids at Clemson consist of scholarships, stud ent loans, and parttime employment. Consult yo ur Clemson
College Record for details on how to apply for th ese services.
The Colleg believe, that stud ents are
the product of th ir own experiences and
that th ey ·houl d assume certain respons ibilities for themselves and th ei r fe llow sh1dents. The Office of Student Afairs stands
ready to ass ist in any way posible all stu dents who wish to take advantage of the
many oppo1tunities offered at Clem on.

ance of Clemson students are men and
women of the highest integrity both inside
and outside th e classroom. Regulations,
which appear elsewhere in this handbook,
are published for th at minority group whose
immature acts refl ect unfavorably on th e
College and its purposes. In a broader
sense, the College through th e Office of
Student Affairs has as its primary concern,
th e total welfare and development of th e
student.
All sh1dent o!·ganizations are monitored ,
supervised, and controll ed to the extent
necessary by the Counc il of Club Presidents
under th e guidance of th e Office of Student Affairs. The Coll ege believes th at ,tudent organizations should be extensions of
th e classroom; assist in the development
of leadership, co-operation with fellow students, service to th e institution ; or th e improvement of th e social graces. Adequate
coverage of th e various types of orga ni zations, officiall y recognized by th e Colleg ,
appear elsewhere in this handbook.
The Placement Office co-ordin ates and
plans campus interview visits rer1uestcd by
representatives seeking graduates for posi-

C£1n6on flou6e
After the Game Meet Your Friiends in the TIGER TAVERN
in the Lower Lobby
Fred L. Zink, Jr., Manager
ON EAST EDGE OF CLEMSON, S. C. 0
123 AND STATE 28
17
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THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The Clemson Alumni Association strives
to maintain fellowship among former Clemson stud ents and to keep alive a sentiment
of affection for Clemson College; to unite
the former students by a common tie of
fellowship; to foster among them a genuine
regard for one another; to actively promote
the welfare and development of Clemson
College; and to sponsor the Clemson College Foundation.
The first dedication of the Association
is to insure a program of outstanding services to the entire alumni family of former
Clemson students. Some of these services
are automatically available to all former
students for whom the Alumni Association
has correct addresses. Other services are
available to those former students who help
perpetuate Clemson's living endowment program through anual gifts to the Clemson
Alumni Loyalty Fund.

J. E. SHERMAN

mencement. The Alumni office works closely with local clubs to assure interesting and
informative programs and has prepared a
series of color-sound movies and slide shows
designed especially for Alumni meetings.

The Alumni Fund, in turn, is used to
finance the overall services of the Association and then to help insure the continued
excellence and improvement of Clemson's
across-the-board academic program. Custodians of the Alumnj Fund are the Trustees
of the Clemson College Foundation, and
ways in which this living endowment are
aiding Clemson's educational programs may
be found in tl1e Clemson Foundation section of this booklet.

The 1963 national president of the Clemson Alumni Association is Mr. Howard D.
Nottingham '35 of Arlington, Virginia. The
president-elect, to serve in 1964, is Mr.
Harold B. Risher '38 of Abbeville.

The Clemson Alumni News, in tl1e form
of six magazines and six four-page newsletters, is published each month. Each issue
goes to those alumni who participate in the
Alumni Fund apd two issues go to all
alumni. All issu~s of the Alumni News are
sent to Clemson seniors with the compliments of the Association. The Alumni
Placement Service, bringing together Clemson alumni who are interested in new positions and firms that are seeking personnel, is in its seventh year of signal success.

THE CLEMSON FOUNDATION
Under the sponsorship of the Alumni
Association, the Clemson Foundation seeks
to use its fund in ilie best overall interest
of Clemson College. The principal source
of Foundation income is tl1e annual gifts by
alumni who are interested in and concerned
about the present and fuhire development
of tl1e College.
The Foundation maintains several student aid fonds that have been made possible by the interest and generosity of individuals who have established scholarships
and loan funds to assist students in specific
areas or on the basis of need. At the same
time tl1e Foundation maintains a permanent

The Clemson reunion program has been
greatly expanded in recent years and a
highlight of every college year is the Annual Alumni Banquet held on Reunion
Weekend, the weekend following Corn18

endowment fund to help insure the continued excellence of the College as long
as there is a Clemson. Alumni ar encouraged to make annual gift· to the Alumni Fund as a living endowmenl program,
and then to make a bequc t to the permanent endowment fund. In this way, the
alumnus helps Clemson m eet its immediate
educationa l needs as long as he live· and
then helps endow Clemson's excel! nee forever.
It is the primary purpose of th e Clemson Foundation to receive gift and beque~l~
and to administer and disburse th ese fund
in the be t intere t of Clemson College, its
student , it facu lty, it alumni and the Stnt
of South Carolina.
The Allll1rni Loyalty Fund functions a a
Living Endowment program to assist l mson's educational program on an immediate need basis. In 1962 total gift. through
the Alumni Fund amounted to $151,035.00.
Of this amount, $65,388.27 wer r stricted

gifts and were used exactly in accordance
witl1 tl1C wishes of the donors. The operaling cost of the alumni servic program was
$41,859.41. Thus the Alumni Fund provided $43,787.32 that the Tmstccs of the
Cl mson Foundation w re able to allocate
to various programs in the form of grants.
Foundation grant from unreslrict,,cl funds
over th seven-year period since th reorganization of the Alumni Asociation were
as follows:
Alumni Graduate Ft'llow hips
R. F. Poole Scholarships
Faculty Re earch and Development
Library _
tudent Govt'mment
l'crmanent Endowment

Loyalty Fund lkst'rvc _
F0tmdation Lonn Fund
Alumni Distinl(uished Profes orships

$39,600.00
28,206.94
_ 36,3.56 .00
13,301.12
3,.500.00
33,899.93
_ 37,05.5.00
20,000.00
7 ,500.00
. 219,41 .99

The Pre iclcnt of the Clemson Foundation
is l\fr. T. C. Il cywarcl '08 of Charlotte,
N.C.

vVith Clem ·on For Over 50 Years

•
You Can Trust Its Quality

•
COCA-COLA BOTTLING
COMPANY
A1 DERS ON, S. C.
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WHOM TO SEE AT CLEMSON . . .
Person

Place

College Ext.

.. W. R. Mattox ...... Admissions Office .... 331, 339

Admissions
Alumni Affairs

..... Joe Sherman . .... Trustee House

Athletics, Varsity

...... F. J. Howard .

Fencing

.. H. N. Cooledge .

Auto Registration

.... ... 344

. . Field House

276

. . Architecture Building

228

.. Marilyn Ala bran ...... Student Center
... T. N. Hinton

Bills, Fees, Charges

........ 241

... Tillman Hall

.. . 363

..... G. E. Coakley .

. . Student Affairs

. 241

Counseling . ........ . ........ . Counseling Office .

. . Student Affairs

. .. 242

Calendar of Student Events

. . . . . . . . . . L. J. Fields .

Dining Services
Employment, Student

....... A. M. Bloss .

Graduate Placement

. D. G. Hughes .

Fraternities

. Dining Hall . . .

. ........ 326

. . Financial Aid Office

331, 339

. Student Affairs

.......... 242

............ G. E. Coakley ...... Student Affairs

241

.. V. R. Harrell .... . Tillman Hall

Identification Cards

255

Illness .. ....... .. . ....... ....... Dr. J. E. Hair . . ... Student Health Service .... 310
Loans and Scholarships
Lost and Found

.. A. M. Bloss . .... . Financial Aid Office

331

... H. W. Rimmer .. ... . Dormitory Office

208

Bobbie Palmer ...... YMCA

. 258

Military
Army ROTC ........... Col. S. T. McDowell . .... McGinty House . .
AF ROTC

. ... 245

Lt. Col. G. H. Wilson .. .. .. Tillman Hall

333

Music
Bands
Glee Club

.. John Butler
H. H. McGarity

.. Student Center . .......... 232
.. 214 Geology . . . . . . . . . .

. 264

Hoom Scheduling
Student Center
Sororities ..
Tickets, Concert

... Student Affairs

241

. ... G. E. Coakley ..... Student Affairs

241

.. Linda Keaton

............ Virginia Shanklin ...... President's Office
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341

PENDLETON OIL MILL
Manufacturers of

COTTO

SEED PRODUCTS

PE1 DLETO

I

FERTILIZERS

Telephone MI 6-2294

Pendleton, S. C.

BODIFORD DRY CLEANERS
and
DIXIE CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING A 1D PRESS! G
Pressing vVhile You Wait

College Avenue

Clemson, S. C.

"25 Years Experience''

CRENSHAW'S TV AND RADIO SERVICE
Pendleton, S. C.

311 Greenville Street

Phone 646-3406
YOUR ZE ITH DEALER

PENDLETON MOTOR COMPANY
Telephone 646-2591

Sales

•

Service

Pendleton, South Carolina
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THE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
The School of Agriculture is composed of three main
divisions:
Resident
Teaching, Research
(Agricultural Experiment Station), and
Extension (Clemson
College
Extension
Service). Organized
under the Division
of
Resident TeachW. H. WILEY
Dean
ing are curriculums
in Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Education, Agdcultural
Engineering (jointly administered by the
Schools of Engineering and Agriculture),
Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Biology,
Dairy Science, Entomology, Food Technology, Forestry, Horticulture, Poultry Science
and Pre-Veterinary Medicine. In order to
provide the best education possible for current and future needs in the rapidly changing field of agriculture, the School of Agriculture recently made significant changes in
the instructional program. Among the major
changes is the addition of the opportunity
for students in several curriculmns to choose
from options in Science, Business, and Production Technology.

The Science Option emphasizes the basic
sciences that prepare students to contrib11te
to the advancement of knowledge in their
respective fields. It is designed for students
whose anticipated field of work requires
considerable scientific training, usually including graduate studies. The Business Option emphasizes principles and practices of
business management as applied to businesses and industries associated with agriculture. It is designed for students who
plan to work with one of the many businesses and industries that provide supplies
and services for the farmer, and process
and distribute farm products. The Production Technology Option emphasizes the application of scientific principles to agricu ltural production. It is designed for sh1dents whose anticipated work required
broad general training in scientific and
practical agriculture.
The physical facilities of the School of
Agriculture include Long Hall, the R. F.
Poole Agricultural Center and the Agriculh1ral Engineering Building. The Dean
of Agriculture is Dr. W. H. Wiley and
Director of Agricultural Teaching is Dr.
J. W. Jones.

R. F. POOLE AGRICULTURAL CENTER
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SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
The School of Architecture, directed
by Dean Harlan E .
:1\IcClurc,
provides
profess ional education on both the
undergraduate and
graduate levels in
preparation for a career in architecture.
The curriculum in
HARLAN E. McCLURE
architecture i five
Dean
years in length as is
required of all accredited schools in the nation. The profess ional degree, Bachelor of Architecture (B.
Arch.) with basic options in Design and
Structure is awarded to those completing
these curricula. The Master of Archi tecture

(M. Arch. ) is the terminal degree offered.
Th e School of Architecture has an excellent fi ve-year curriculum in Building
Construction. Thi course is organized to
give well rounded preparation to person ·
wishing to become building contractors, and
leads to the degree of Bachelor of Building
Con trnction ( B.B.C.).
Strong and va ried courses in the other
visual arts am also offered by the chool.
These programs are enriched by an annual lecture
eries, visiting exh ibitions,
fi eld trips, and other important educational
adjun cts provided by the Clemson Architectura l Foundation, unde r the ponsorship of the South Carolina Chap ter of th e
American Institute of Architectmes .

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
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THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
may elect curricula leading to the B. S.
degree in the fields of Applied Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics, and Pre-Medicine. ( Students planning to enter the field
of Dentistry take a modified Pre-Med curriculum).
The M.S. degree is offered for students
desiring to teach in the areas of the Physical Sciences, English or History, and also
training in Applied Mathematics, Chemistry or Physics, and the new M.A. programs
in Economics and English will be effective
iif September 1963.
There are also strong established Ph.D.
programs in Chemistry and Physics in the
School of Arts and Sciences.
The R.O.T.C. programs in Military Science and Air Science are both administered
under the School of Arts and Sciences.
Every new sh1dent is given the opportunity
of stating whether he wishes to enroll in
Air R.O.T.C . or Army R.O.T.C. His choice
will be honored provided he meets all the
requirements of the service selected. The
requirements for admission to the Air
R.O.T.C. are more exacting than for the
Army program, and after graduation a longer period of active duty is required. As a
result it has a much smaller enrollment.
Six credit hours of advanced R.O .T.C.,
either Air or Army, are allowed as elective
credits towards graduation in either the
B.A. or B.S. curricula of the School of
Arts and Sciences.

The School of Arts
and Sciences, directed by Dr. H. L.
Hunter as Dean, occupies a unique position in the college,
since it furnishes the
basic education required of all students at Clemson. As
a result, every Clemson graduate has a
H. L. HUNTER
good foundation in
D ea n
the humanities, the
social sciences, and the physical sciences, so
necessary for a well-rounded individual.
Effective with the first summer session
of 1962, The School of Arts and Sciences,
for the first time, offered a four year curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Arts. This curriculum requires a total
of 131 credits for students electing major
concentrations in Economics, English, History, or Modern Languages, and 135 credits
for majors in Geology, or pure Mathematics
and the same number for majors in Natural
Sciences, or teaching Mathematics, which
have Secondary Education as minor concentrations. Minors are allowed in any of
the major concentrations listed above, and
also in Sociology or Secondary Education.
The latter is intended for those who plan
to teach in high schools.
In addition to the B.A. program, students

MA TH, ENGLISH AND PHYSICS
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The School of Engineering is comprised of seven degreegranting departments
under th e supervision
of Dean L. C. Ri ·h.
A gricultural Engineering : Offer BS
and MS D egrees.
The curri culum is
jointly administered
by the School of
L. G . RI CH
Agriculture
and th e
Dea n
School of Engineering.
Ceramic Engin ee rin g : Offer B
and
MS D egrees and is housed in Olin H all.
The C lemson Cerami c En gineerin g D epartment is th e econcl largest in th e United
States and is one of th e best equipped facilities in th e Southeast. On e of th e Colleges two electron miscroscopes is located
in Olin Hall.
Ch emical Engin eering : Offer BS , 11 ,
and Ph .D. Degrees and is located in E arl e
Hall. This dep artment is housed in a new
building which contains some of th e fin c~ t
equipment in th e country including a recently acquired m ass spcctromet r. The department boasts a three fl oor unit operations laboratory containing over 9,000
square fe et and is of an open bay construction. Metall urgy is taught in th e department of Chemical En gineerin g.
Civil Engineering : Offers BS and 1 1S
Degrees and is housed in the Ci il and
Engineering Mech anics Building. The laboratories are well equipped particularly th e
materials testing, soil mechanics, hyd raulics, and concrete la~oratorie . Closed circuit television fac ilities arc provided in
th is building.

SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING

Electrical Eng ineering : Offers BS and
MS Deg rees and is th e largest undergraduate dep artment within th e School of Engineerin g. The dep artment is located in Ri ggs
Hall and has exceptionally fin e instrumentation and power laboratori es.
l nclustrial En gineering : Offers the BS
D egree in Industrial Engineerin g and both
BS and 1S in Industrial Education. Located in th e lndust1ial Engince1ing Buildin g this dep artment contains one of th e
mo t up-to-date and ve rsatile metal processing laboratori es in th e Southeast.
f\f echanical Eng in ee ring: Offers BS and
11S Degrees and is housed in Ri ggs H all.
Tbc heat power laboratory has a complete
steam generatin g plant including a device
to p rodu ce superh eated ,team . A complete
line of internal combusti on engines, st am
engin es and turbines arc available for student stud y. Sp cializ cl equipment to stu dy
ultraso nic air fl ow h as recentl y been add ed
to th e dep artment.
E ngineering Mechanics A nd E ngin eering
Graphics: Offer many service courses to
suppl mcnt al l th e cl parb11cnts of th e Engineering School.

Thre interdisciplinary gradu al programs
arc currently b eing offered by th e School
of E ngin eerin g which leacl to the ,s and
Ph .D. D egrees in \Yater Heso ur ·c Engineering, Materi als E ngineerin g, and Bioengineerin g . The Engineerin g School realizes the need of a stron g re,earch p rogram
to aid in promotin g graduate study and to
provide fin ancial ass istnace in attaining
gradu ate degrees . The Engineering Experiment Stati on in which research programs
are steadi ly increasing operates under the
Director of E ngin eerin g Re ·earch.

THE SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
The program

of

this school is to educate young men and
women for positions
of leadership in the

'

IJ

WALLACE TREVILLIAN
Dean

expanding e c o n omy of the

South-

east, and especially
South Carolina.

The rapid industrial development of the
South in the last three decades has been
linked directly with the development of the
vast textile industry and those allied with
it. Clemson, early to recognize the needs
of this industry, has long been a leader in
textile education. In addition to the professional research program in textiles, Clemson helps fulfill the personnel needs of the
industry by offering three undergraduate
degrees in this field. They are: B.S. Textile Chemistry, B. S. Textile Management,
and B. S. Textile Science.
The textile industry accounts for more
than two-thirds of all the industry in South
Carolina . It is constantly expanding and

diversifying. A visit to any one of these
"new factories in the field" will more than
likely reveal at least one, if not several
Clemson men in top management positions.
In 1955 Clemson established the Industrial Management curriculum. This was in
recognition of the need for highly qualified
personnel with an education based on
mathematics, science, and engineering, as
well as a broad general education in areas
such as history, economics, and sociology.
The management curriculum might be
called a "breadth program." The curriculum
is predicated on the belief that education
for management is a lifelong process and
the best education for a potential leader
in the American economy is one that increases his capacity to learn during the rest
of his life. Students fulfilling the requirements for this degree receive a B.S. in
Industrial Management.
In addition to the undergraduate programs, the School of Industrial Management
and Textile Science offers two graduate programs.

Master of Science in Industrial Management
Master of Science in Textile Chemistry

TEXTILE
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICERS

E. P. EARLE
President Senior Class

BILL SYKES
President Student Body

J. C. SHELLY
President Sophomore Class

J. M. BELL
President Junior Class
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFI CERS
W. B. Sykes
D. W. Moorhead

President
Vice -President

J. R. Hambright

Secretary
Treasurer

E. P. Earle
W. E. Gore

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President
G . A. Hall
Vice-President
C. E. Cloaninger

Secretary
Treasurer

J. D. Bell
J. M. Mahon

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President
E. K. Lominack
Vice-President
J. H. Patrick

Secretary
Treasurer

SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
President W. L. Zilles
Vice -President A. R. Roach

Secretary
Treasurer

J. C. Shelley
Bill Hall

W. F. Miley

COUNCIL CLUB PRESIDENTS O FFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary

A. B. Credle ...
T. F. Kicklighter
Linda Huff

Student Government - is the organization which links the student body and the
administration. Student Government is divided into three branches similar to our
national government, the executive, legislative, and judicial branches. The Executive
Committee is composed of the student body
officers and the four class presidents. It
serves as a medium between the student
body and the administration, and legislation which is presented to the student body
for approval is brought before the Executive Committee and acted upon before being presented. The Student Assembly,
which is the legislative body of student
government, has the responsibility for working out details in all problems presented
to th e Assembly . This particular branch of

student government is more interesting to
many of the students because details must
be worked out before a legal document can
be constructed to send to the Assembly for
action. The judicial branch of student gcvernment is, in reality, the High Court.
The Senior Council, which is known as
the judicial branch, has the vast and thankless responsibility of dealing witl1 disciplinary problems of students. The council
has jurisdiction of all disciplinary measures as is necessary in any organization
which is run by its members. Students »'ho
are guilty of infractions of rules or for any
other reason need to be disciplined come
before the Senior Council, and if found
guilty, the necessary punishment is recommended by the Council.

STUDENT SENATE
Senior Class
S. A. Carter
W. P. Clement
A. B. Credle
J. D. Crocker
J. E. Fallaw
J. T. Hewitt
B. C. Harrison
. E. Pulliam
J. J. Sample

Junior Class
R. A. Antoncic
P. G. Faulkenberry
J. W . Caughman
T . C. Hamm
D. L. Hobson
B. T. Horton
W. K. Lewis
F. H. Shuler
T. C. Usher

HIGH COURT
Sophomore Class
T. C. Brown
P. E. Burnette
A. J. Deloach
D. C. Roof
C. D. Rosen
P. W . Sandefer
R. R. Smith
J. H . Soutl1ard
M. K. Stewart
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Jim Davis
Dan Groover
Wayne Kennedy
Gene Kneece
Doug Richardson
Frank Roskovich
Jan Smoke
Bill Vandiver

THE CLEMSON COLLEGE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION

ALEX CREDLE

JOHN LEE

BRUCE TYSON

President

Vice-Presi dent

Recording Secretary

YMCA OFFICERS
ALEX CREDLE, President YMCA, Senior in Industrial Management, from Poughkeepsie, New
York.
JOHN LEE, Vice-President, Senior in Industrial Management, from Manning, S. C.
BRUCE TYSON, Recording Secretary, Senior in Ornamental Horticulture, from Poughkeepsie,
New York.

CLEMSON COLLEGE Y.M.C .A .
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ALEX CREDLE, new Pre sid e nt being installed by
Dr. H. H. Macaulay, member of YMCA Advisory
Boord .

YMCA Cabinet installation by Dr. H. H. Macaulay.

The Clemson YMCA is always represented at the
Student Retreat at Comp Long, near Aiken, S. C.
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FRESHMAN CAMP
The Clemson YMCA conducts a camp
for freshmen two clays before the opening
of school, in the mountains of North Carolina at Camp Greenville.
The Freshman Camp is for the purpose
of introducing freshmen to customs at Clemson and to members of the administration,
college facu lty, and student leaders . Many
of the questions which freshmen h:ive are
answered during this two-day period.

President Edwards always joins the
group for a meal at the comp.
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During the afternoon of Freshman Camp
there is always time for recreation, particularly a good swim in the mountain lake .
Immediately following the swim, there is an
opportunity for fellowship with faculty and
staff members, but very shortly this hungry
group gets into the food line.

Dial 654-5151

R . H . SNODDY , OWN E R

WATCHES

DIAMONDS

REPAIRED

WATCHES
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YMCA STAFF
J. R. ROY COOPER

MR. J. R. Hoy CooPER serves as General
Secretary of the YMCA. He has served
in many capacities in the religious and
community life of the campus and is interested in everything which pe1tains to
the life of student.
MR. NASH N. GRAY, a graduate of Clemson,
serves as Assistant Secretary, giving the
major portion of his time to business operation of the YMCA.
MR. BUFORD TRENT, graduate of Wofford
College, gives a great deal of his time to
work with freshmen and to youth groups
around the campus.
Miss BoBBIE PALMER serves as Office Secretary and is most helpful to students who
come to the YMCA seeking information.

NASH N. GRAY

BOBBIE PALMER
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BUFORD TRENT

YMCA ADVISORY BOARD
R. C.

EDWARDS,

B. D.

CLOA

J. A.

HEKH Y,

President of the College

INGER,

Chairman

Vice-Chcrirma11

Charles Arrington

Willis A. King

C.H. Aull

Josep h Lindsa y

\\1alter

II. H. Macaulay

T. Cox

T. A. Folger

L. D. Malphru ~

Claud B. Green

H.

L. D. Ilolmcs

r.

J.

Webb

A. Wilson

B. ,D. CLOANINGE R

J. R.

General Secretary, E:r-Officio
Assistant Secretary, Ex-Officio
Assistant Secretary, E-x-Officio
President, Ex-Officio
Il onorary Life Jlember

Roy CooPEn
. CHAY

ASH

BUFORD

E.

TRE T

.

ALEX CREDLE . .

P. B.

HoL=ENDORFF, Jn.

YMCA CABINET
President
Vice-President
Secretary

ALEX CREDLE
JOHN LEE
BRUCE TYSON

Loretta Ashworth
Skip Bishop
Danty Busbee
Charlie Cloaninger
Sandra Cochran
Bob Kearse
Darrell Monroe

Jody Patrick
Larry Preston
Earle Smith, Ill
Ken Stovall
am White
John Wood

The Young Men's Christian Association,
which had its beginning a little over a
hundred years ago, has been concerned
about work with college sh1dents on the
campus for more than one hundred years.
Since the beginning of the YMCA, the program on the campus for students and faculty has gone through many changes and,
yet, still is attempting to challenge stu-

dents and faculty of every college where
it is located with its basic concept of th e
Clu·istian philosophy.
Regardless of what individuals who
have had contacts with the YMCA have
thought about it or have come to feel that
the Young Men's Christian Association is,
the YMCA has a uniqueness that links it
with the continuous sh·eam of life and to the
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times raised a question about the basic
Christian philosophy of the YMCA because
sometimes they saw only the physical aspects of its program or the social or culhiral aspects. If these were the only parts
of the association program, then we would
not be true to the distinctive characteristic
which has challenged students for a little
more than a century.
Any attempt to put Christian values inlo
the YMCA stems from man's basic feeling,
interpretation, and experience in the relation of the Jesus of Nazareth to Cod at a
moment in history. It seems important,
therefore, to describe what is meant by the
word Christian. The description comes from
understanding of the event in history. Jesus
was a man of history, a product of an Artesian family, living his childhood as any child
would in his day with other people and
with otl1er boys and girls. He was subject
to tl1e same temptations which each of us
are in our society of today, but he seemed
to have a keen insight into God's will for
man. In effect, Jesus said, "If you love
God with all your heart, soul, and mind,
and your neighbor as much as you love
yourself," everything else you do falls into
place.
It is easy sometimes for any group on a
college campus to lose sight of this basic
philosophy which motivates us in everything we attempt to do. The Clemson College YMCA, through its contacts with a
student Cabinet which plans the program
and attempts to carry through that program
through tl1e special groups which are organized in each of the classes and tl1e
many other contacts, religious, spiritual, social, which draw students into a program
of activity in which everyone has an opporh1nity to give expression to his own
feeling, is attempting to serve the needs
of students on the Clemson campus. Every
student is cordially invited to become a
part of tlus organization which has meant
much to many students through the years
since 1894, when the Young Men's Christian
Association on the Clemson campus was
organized.

community of which it is a part. There are
professionals who are associated with its
direction and, yet, it is composed of a
group of lay Christians seeking to do the
will of Goel among young men and women.
Related specifically to the church, therefore following one of the basic purposes of
attempting to lead students to faith in God
through Jesus Christ, but the Young Men's
Christian Association is not subject to the
church. Another of the basic principles is
that it is a democratic movement in philosophy and structure, which means that
each association is autonomous, not controlled by the National Council or the National Board, but by individuals in the local
associations . The fact that the YMCA is
not, in reality, another church means that
in its program and operation it cuts across
denominational lines, making the traditions
of denominational groups shared totally and
positively by those who are working in the
Young Men's Christian Association.
Although the program is concerned
first of all about what is happening on a
local college campus, the YMCA is always
attempting to demonstrate the universal
characteristics of the Christian church. vVe
believe in the idea of universal brotherhood . This idea is expressed in the motto,
if one would call it such, as found in
John's Gospel, 17th Chapter, 21st verse,
"That they all may be one."
Being interested in all that is a part of
the lives of students, the program develops,
then, around what students are concerned
about and the direction which they would
take. It is through the implementation of
such a program that the different aspects
of a college YMCA program appeals to
students on the college campus. Attempting
to answer the needs of students through
spiritual growth, through intellectual development, physical well-being, the YMCA
draws into its activities those students and
faculty who are concerned about the impact which the Christian philosophy makes
upon all those with whom it comes i11 contact.
There have b een those who have at
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THE HIGHWAYMEN
The Highwaymen, a popular concert group, will appear on the Clemson campu on
Friday, November 1. This group holds the distinction of hitting the ,how business jad.-pot
with their fir t recording, "I-.Iichael," which has old over a million copie .
The concert will be presented in th e College Auditorium and, from all indications, this
is a music group which no student or ,m ember of the Clemson community will want to miss.
The Highwaymen is compo eel of a group of five yo ung men who use in their concert
a score of instruments. They offer an approach to folk music that is international in scope,
technically polished, and stirring in its energe ti c originality.
This group is spon ored at the Clemson campus by the Senior Council of the Y1ICA
and the Clemson College YMCA.

IF I WERE YOU
It is easy to say the quick, sharp
word that will hurt him through
and throughThe friend you have always held so
dear--but I wouldn't if I were you.
It is easy to spread an idle tale that
perhaps may not be true, and give

it wings like the thistle down,
But I wouldn't if I were you.
To words once spoken, if harsh, unkind,
you must ever bid adieu, and
though you may speak tl1em if you
wish,
Yet I wouldn't if I were you.
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PRESBYTERIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION AT

FORT HILL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
E. RAYNAL, JR.
Pastor of the Church
T1-rn REv . S. \"IYLIE HocuE, Jn.
University Pastor

THE REV. CHARLES

DR.

J.

GRAY DINWIDDIE

Chairman, Campus Christian L·ife
BRUCE E. TYSON
President of P. S. A.

SCHEDULE
Sunday
Coffee Hour
Church School-classes for single and ma1Tied students
Worship
Seminars
Monday, Tuesday, and Friday
Vespers
Wednesday
PSA program, worship, and fellowship

9:15
9:45
8:45 and 11:00
7:00

A.M .
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.

5 :15 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

PSA represents the concern of the Presbyterian Church, not only for the students,
faculty, and administration of the college who are Presbyterians, but for the total life of
the academic community. The purpose of the campus ministry, under the supervision of a
University Pastor and a Campus Christian L ife Committee, is to provide undergirding
concern and pastoral care through worship, study, service, and fellowship.
Here is an inclusive community of those seeking to grow into a mature Christian
faith and to relate it to all areas of knowledge and experience. All students and faculty
are invited to share in this venture.
The main concern is with the interpretation and expression of the Christian faith in
the life of the campus and the world.
PSA, through the Presbyterian Church in the United States, is a member of the
National Student Christian Federation (NSCF) and the World Student Christian Federation (WSCF). Highlights of the year are Westminster Fellowship conferences at Camp
Harmony in the spring and at Montreat in August.
Both pastors are available to counsel with you at anytime.
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CLEMSON METHODIST CHURCH
Clemson i\lcthodists have a pl ace for you in th eir Christian community. Th e Cl emson
\Vesley Foundation is th e Me thodist tud cnt organization on campus, and it works closely
with the Clem son i\l cth odist Church to try lo mee t th e needs of both th e single and
m arri ed stud ents at Clemson Coll ege.
Special student meetin gs include th e 7:00 p . m. mee tin g each \Vcdn csd ay and ingle
and married stud ent Sunday School classes on Sundays at 10:00 a. m. The re are al ·o
two circles of th e 'Noman 's Christian Servi ce for student wives. E ve ryo ne is invited to
th e servi ces of th e church held at 9: 00 and 11 :00 a. m. Sundays.
Special seri es of programs, sludie , etc., arc held at various times throughout th e year.
There are also several statewide student confe rences which ~lclh oclist stud ents attend.
W atch for detail s of these special events in THE HOCK, th e \Ves ley Foundati on newspape r.
Student meetin gs are held in th e Clem son ~leth odist Church and adjacen t old parsonage building. The Church is loca ted across th e Seneca Highway from th e rea r of th e
town post office, up th e hill on th e ri ght.
The Offices of th e i\linister of th church and of th e Direclor of th W •slcy Foundation are located in th e old p arsonage . You arc in vited to drop in to discuss problem or
just to chat.
While you a rc at Clemson you will b e increas ing in kn owledge; yo u will be receiving
an edu cati on. The task of the church is to ce th at you ab o grow as a Ch1i; tian during
this important peri od of yo ur life. \Ve fe el th at yo ur p arli cipa ti on in the life of th e
Clemson W esley F ound ati on and th e Cl emson i\lctho li:t Church whil e you arc a student
here will help yo u do just th at. \\'e are lookin g fo rwa rd to meetin g new stud ents an d to
seeing returning students again .
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CLEMSON BAPTIST CHURCH
REv.

CHARLES ARRINGTON

PMtor
DR. A. S. TOMBES
Faculty Advisor

GENEVA METZGER

Associate Director, Student Wark
Bon RUTLAND
B. S. U. President

The Clemson Baptist Church welcomes the Baptists students to participate in a wellrounded program of worship, Bible study, training for the Christian life, and Christian
fellowship.
The Baptist Student Union, or B. S. U., is the organization of Baptist students who
participate in one or more of the activities of the church at Clemson:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
MORNING WORSHIP

. .. 10:00 A.M ., Sunday
.. 9:00 A.M. and 11:30 A.M., Sunday and
7:15 A.M., Wednesday
. . ... 6:30 P.M., Sunday
... 7:30 P.M., Sunday
. .. 7:00 P.M., Wednesday

TRAINING UNION
EVENING WORSHIP
STUDENT MEETING

One of the high points of B. S. U. life is the State B. S. U . Convention in the fall. A
highlight of the year is the Nationwide Baptist Student Retreat at Ridgecrest, N. C., in
June. A large number of Clemson students attend these events.
The pastor and the director of student work at Clemson are available to counsel
with you at any time.

In addition to the church services, Clemson B. S. U. provides students with daily
devotional periods, social events, and opportunities to se1ve God through an emphasis on
prayer, Bible study, church loyalty, Christian stewardship, and Christian witnessing.
B. S. U. at Clemson is both church-centered and Christ-centered.
You are invited to use the Student Center and church facilities at the Baptist Church
any time for relaxation, recreation, study, or meditation.
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CLEMSON COLLEGE LUTHERAN CHURCH
THE HEv.

ENOCH

D.

L. w . WATEHS
President

STOCKMAN

Pastor
Sunday School

10:00 A.M.

The Service of Worship

.11:00 A.M.

L. S. A.

7:00 P.M. Wednesday

ight

The Clemson College Lutheran Church extends a most cordial welcome to all students and faculty families on the campus of Clem on. The church is a Student-~Iember
congregation of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of South Carolina and the Division of
College and University ,i\Tork of the rational Lutheran Council. Its purpose is to serve
the entire college family and community of Clemson. The Directing Board is composed of
students, faculty, community, synodical and Division representatives.
The Lutheran Student Association meets ev ry Wedne day evening. The program is
planned by the students for the students. Its purpose is for spiritual, mental and social
development. The Student Center in the basement of the church i open daily.
The pastor and his family live at 102 Wyatt St., telephone 654-2026, will welcome
you at any time.
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CA TERBURY CROSS
"This Cross is a copy
of one made perhaps
in Kent (England) in
the eighth century."

EPISCOPAL CHURCH

The Clemson Canterbury Club is the Episcopal student organization at Clemson
College. Through Canterbury, students are offered the opportunity to grow spiritually and
socially.
At weekly meetings, held on Wednesday evenings, programs consist of talks by
guest speakers, panel discussions, and programs led by the members. After the meeting
there is a social hour to allow Canterbury members to become better acquainted .ind greet
visitors. Other social functions are deputations to and from other colleges and parties for
the Clemson club members. Besides local activities, students have the chance to participate
in state and national Canterbury functions .
All Episcopal students and all students interested in the club are invited to attend
the weekly meetings at seven o'clock vVeclnesclay evenings in Holy Trinity's parish house.
THE REV. MR. JOH T \V. ARRINGTON

III

Rector
TI-IE REV. MILTON CHUM

J.

A.

McARTHU11

Senior Warden

Chaplain

GEORGE BEi THART

BOB HILTON

College Work Committee

Canterbury President

SCHEDULE
WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY

Holy Communion
Family Service
Church School
\i\Torship and Sermon

8:00
9:15
... 10:00
........ 11:00

A.M .
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.

Canterbury
........ . .. . . 7:00 P.M.
Senior Choir Practice
7:30 PJvr.
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ST. ANDREWS ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
Cardinal Newman , a great Church and literary fi1--,11.1rc, p oinlccl out in his "Idea of a
University" that th ere can be no real edu ca tion without Goel and He lig ion. "A<lmil a God,
and you inb·oducc amon g th e subjects of yo ur know ledge a fa ct encom passing, closin g in
upon, absorbing, every other fa ct conceivabl e."
The Catholic Church is aware, therefo re, th at edu ca ti on must include the whole mannatural and supern atural. No one can be considered an edu cated man who is skill ed in a
secular field of kn owledge but ignorant of th e auth or of kn owledge himself-Goel.
The Newman Club is th e offi cial, nati onall y fe derated orga ni za tion of Cath olic stu dents attendin g secular unive rsities. Its purpose is to ed ucate th e Ca th olic studen t in the
kn owledge of his God and F aith. "To deep en the sp iritual and enrich th e tempora l li ve of
its members throu gh a balanced program of re ligious, intellectu al and social acti vities ."
(F ederati on Constitution. )
The ewman Club of Clemson College was first organi zed in September 1940 by
Father Thomas Tiern ey CSP. Al th at time th e re we re ap proxim ately 50 Ca th olic tudents at Clemson. T oda y, th ere arc over 200 on campm . During th is period il has been
the responsibility of th e Cath olic Chap lain to take care of th e spiri hial we lfa re of th ese
young men. This has been done th ro ugh the religious, ed ucat iona l and social program
of the Newman Club.
In its reUgious ph ase th e ewman Club stresses pa rti cipa ti on al ~l ass and th e reception
of the Sacraments, Cardin al cwman wrote of th e ~ lass: ;,] t is not a mere fo 1m of
words-it is a grea t Action, the g reatest acti on th at th ere can be on earth." D ail y and
Sunday Ma ses are ava il able to th e stud ents at t. And rew\ C hurch, and at the Stu dent
Chapel at the College.
The Ch aplain condu cts courses in the Cath olic fa ith fo r llw studen ts. T hese include
courses on "Bas ic Cath olicism", " College Apologetics," "Ca th oli c Fundamentals in E thics
and 1oral Problems." Kn owledge in th ese matte rs arc a necessity if the studc>n t i · to
integrate Catholic principles into his moral and ·ocial life.
Finally in its social program , th e Newman Clu b seeks to bring ~omc dive rsion ancl
entertainment into th e sh1dent li fe . This is done b y suppe rs, da nces, attend ing State,
Province and Nation al Con ventions of th e 1 ewm an Club .
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
The purposes of the Organization are to welcome Christian Scientists entering the
College and to unite the Christian Scientists within the College in closer bonds of Christian
fellowship. It affords those desiring an opportunity to learn about Christian Science as
taught in the Bible and in "Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy, the discoverer and founder of Christian Science. The Organization holds
regular testimonial meetings and sponsors a Christian Science Lecture at least once a
year. It cooperates, whenever possible, with the student religious groups on the campus
and with the college authorities in participating in projects which promote inter-faith
interest.
This year the Organization will hold its testimonial meetings on Wednesday night,
at seven o'clock, in the Student Chapel. The Reading Group of Christian Scientists holds a
regular Sunday Service every Sunday morning at eleven o'clock and a Sunday School
for those under the age of twenty at ten o'clock, both in the Student Chapel. The Organization maintains a Lending Library in the lounge under the new section A dormitories.
Here may be read or borrowed, the Bible; The Christian Science textbook, "Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy and all other writings of our
leader. This room will be open from 8:00 A.M. until 11:00 P.M.; seven clays a week.
All are cordially invited to attend these services and use the Lending Library.

PLYMOUTH-CHRYSLER-IMPERIAL - VALIANT

BILL BALLENTINE
MOTORS, INC.
Sales - Service

Telephone CA 3-3476

Anderson, S. C.
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STUDENT

The Clemson Book Store, located in the
basement of the dormitory under the Dining Hall, is open for the convenience of
the student between the hours of 8: 30 to
5:00 Monday thru Friday and 9:00 to 12:00
on Saturday. The Book Store carries all the
necessary supplies and books that a student
usually needs.

The Clemson Laundry is available to all
students. New automatic, coin operated machines have been placed in the laundry for
the benefit of the students. The laundry
opens at 7: 30 and closes at ,5: 30 weekdays,
7:30 to 12:00 Saturdays.

The Clemson Student Ban!<:, located in
the basement of Tillman Hall, serves as a
depository for students. \Vithdrawals and
deposits may be made anytime during the
b:mking hours by presenting your passb~ok.
The bank's hours are from 8:00-12:00
1:00-2:30 Monday thru Friday, and from
8:00 to 10:30 on Saturday.

The Information Office is located in the
Dormitory Office on the corner of the
loggia . There is someone on duty from
8 :00 a.m. until 11:00 p.m. Information
concerning rooms or student activities may
be obtained from this office.
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SERVICES

The Canteen, located directly beneath
the loggia, is equipped to serve sandwiches
and drinks from the ir snack bar. The can teen is one of the most popular student
meeting places on campus. It is open from
7:30 to 10:00 Monday thru Friday, 7:30
to 1:00 on Saturday, and 4:00 to 10:00 on
Sunday.

Th e Clemson College Library b open lo
all students all day up to 10:00 al night.
This is one place which ·tud nts will need
to use a great deal for it is an excellent
place for study as well as obtaining reference books. There is a new and larger library planned for th e campus in the near
future .

The Cafeteria handles Clemson's mea ls
with each student having a meal ti cket
which is punched each time he goes through
the line . Excellent meals arc served and
the time for each meal is printed on the
meal ticket.

Probably the most popular and certainly
the most frequented place on campus is
the Post Office. Be it a letter from home, a
letter from that special girl, or just a letter,
everyone checks his box regularly. The Post
Office is located in th e basement under
the Dining Hall and around the corner
from the Book Store.
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TIGER OIL & BOAT CO., INC.
TOM P. REID, Distributor
CLEMSO , S. C.

PHONE 654-5695

TOP GRADE HEATING FUELS
TANKS & STANDS
BOATS - Wood, Aluminum, Fiberglas
MOTORS - Johnson Sales & Service

Fast Courteous Service
at
Standard Area Prices
S & H Stamps

CAROLINA NATIONAL BANK
GENERAL BANKING

Service, The Customer's Way

PE lDLETON, S. C.

Tel. 646-3238
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Frigidaire
C & D APPLIANCE CO.
Frigidaire - Sales & Service
T. V. - Sales & Service
PHO TE 646-3550

"ON THE SQUARE"

PE DLETON, S. C.

MARTIN'S RADIO SERVICE
Downtown Clemson

Repairs to all makes radios and TV sets
RCA

PEf
M ILK COM PANY

OAIR¥ DIVISION
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1963-1964 CONCERT SERIES

November 13,
Orchestra

1963-Mantovani

and

his

November 20, 1963-Black Watch Band,
Dancers, and Pipers
March 2, 1964-American Ballet Theatre
March 11, 1964-Houston Symphony Orchestra with Sir John Barbirolli conducting

MANTOVANI
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BLACK WATCH BAND
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AMERICAN BALLET

TICKET INFORMATION
Tickets will b availabl e in the President's Office afte r August 15, 196,3
General Admission Season Ticket
S7 .00
General Admission Stud ent S ason Ticket
84.00
( These tickets are for public school . tuclents, college studen ts not enroll ed at Clemson, and wives of Clemson students. Student tickets for the individual concerts w ill be at
the full price of regular single admission tickets.)
All regularly enrolled Clemson students are admitted on th I. D. card .
Single Admission Ticket
82.50
( Available immed iately prior to inclh·idua l concert. )

HOUSTON SYMPHONY
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HARPER'S
5 & 10 CENT STORES

Seneca

Clemson

W alhalla

Westminster

Compliments

COCHRAN JEWELRY CO., INC.
Anderson

Greenville

ROAD SERVICE .. . S & H GREEN STAMPS

CALHOUN ESSO STATION
336 COLLEGE AVE . - CLE}.1SO , S. C.

Esso
Tires, Batteries - Minor Repairs
Telephone 654-5955 - Charles Brewer
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TRADITIONS
As every new student enters Clemson, he becomes immedi ately aware of something
special, somethin g uniqu e. H e can' t quite place his awareness, but he feels that it is
the re. It is in th e fri endly smile and th e cheerfu l hello that greet him e verywhere.
Before a ny great p assage of time, the "rat" realizes that the entire student body is encompassed b y this uniqu eness . Clem son sp eaks of this unifying feeling as the " Clemson
Spirit. "
This spirit is b ased on all th e traditions that have been handed down through the
years since Thom as G. Clem son found ed this school.
The fres hman meets th ese traditions and soon realizes that h e is th e backbone of the
"Clemson Spirit. "
( 1 ) " Rat" haircut - probably th e mos t well known of all Clemson traditions. All
m ale students receive this distin ction as soon as p ossible.
( 2 ) " Rat" H ats-All incoming freshmen must wea r "rat" hats at all times except
when they are in buildings.
(3) Pep Rallies - A freshman must attend all p ep rallies. This is a very vital p art
of Clemson tradition with the "rats" required to scrape p aint from the fl agpole after the
first pep rally.
( 4 ) Yelling in the dinin g hall- All freshmen must sit together at the noon meal and
yell under th e direction of th e head cheerleader and the upperclassmen .
( 5 ) Runnin g trips clown to Dan's for upperclassmen .
(6) Uppe rclassmen have the responsibility to instill in all freshmen th e spirit of
Clemson's traditi ons.
( 7 ) Tiger Rag and CLEM- In cadence Court
both upperclassmen and freshmen
are expected to stand when p arti cipating in these.
(8) The Alma Mate r - All will stand with h ead un cove red when this is played or
sun g.
(9) The Unwritten Laws - Eve ryone follows these as thou gh they we re pa rt of an
enforced code. The traditions of Clemson help to build this school into the great
institution that it is.

ALMA MATER
Where the Blue Rid ge yawns its greatness.
Where th e Tigers play;
H ere th e so ns of clear old Cl emson ,
Reign supreme always .
CHORUS
D ea r old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our mi ght,
That th e Tiger's roar may ech o
O'er th e mountain height.
\Ve will dream of great conqu ests
For our pas t is grand,
And h er sons h ave fo ught and conq uered
Every fo reign land.
\Vhere the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale
Here the Tiger lair is nestlin g
Swept by storm and gale.
\ Ve are brothers stron g in manhood
For we wo rk and strive;
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Forever in our li ves.
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OCONEE TIRE & RECAP COMPANY
Phone 882-2733
SE ECA, S. C.

SINCE 1912

CRAIG-RUSH FURNITURE COMPANY
\\lade Hampton Blvd.

Greenville,

OCONEE COUNTY BANK
SE ' ECA , SOUTH CAHOLil\'A
;\IE;\IBER F'.D .I. .

CLEMSO

MEN

W ho Look \Nell Groomed
Get theiJ: H aircuts at the

"Y" BARBER SHOP
C. C. BAILEY, Proprietor
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. C.

CLEMSON'S UNWRITTEN LAWS
A

CLEMSON MAN:

l. Speaks to eve1y student and every professor at every opportunity.
2. Knocks before entering another student's room.
3. Leaves the door open while in another student's room if the occupants are out.
4. Leaves a note when he borrows something from another's room.
5. Never makes rude, insulting, or uncalled-for remarks at girls passing dormitories
and stays away from the windows when not fully dressed.
6. Learns the college songs and yells as soon as possible.
7. Thanks the driver who has given him a "lift" and offers to help the driver if he
has trouble while with him.
8. Takes his place at the encl of the "bumming line" without slipping in ahead of
others. (The "bumming line" for Greenville or Anderson starts at the Library.)
9. Never razzes a referee or umpire.
10. Keeps silent when in the hospital and library.
11. Pays his debts.
12. Respects the p1inciples and regulations of the college.
13. Comes to attention when the "Star Spangled Banner" or "To the Colors" is
being played, and stands with head uncovered when the "Alma Mater" is played or sung.
14. Respects the rights of others in the theatre by not talking and by laughing
at the right time.
15. Is honest in the classroom.

Besides these "Rat Rules", there are many other events that just happen because
they always have, and which have become a very definite part of Clemson student life.
One of the first traditions that the Clemson student has, especially the upperclassman,
is the "friendly hostility" between Carolina and Clemson. This is usually demonstrated
through the annual football contest which is the highlight of the fall for both schools.
This rivaliy is extended through all other sport contests as well.
Death Valley hosts other special games such as Band Day (high school bands from
S. C., N. C ., and Ga. present the half time entertainment and all children are honored),
Iptay Day, Dad's Day, and Homecoming.
Clemson's excellence in football has been a long-lived tradition and a source of recognition for the entire country.
Connected with the sports on campus are the traditional Tiger and Country Gentleman. The Tiger is tl1e mascot of all athletic teams (and at one time Clemson owned a
live one), and the Country Gentleman is a mascot of the entire student body and· the
nickname of the students. They are present at all major sports events.
The CDA Dance weekends are perhaps another of tl1e better known traditions. The
CDA holds five big weekends a year, on which the campus is "rocking" with activity and
swarming with members of the fairer sex. The weekend is filled with activities--name
bands for a Friclay-Sah1rclay night dance, sports, concert, or other entertainment for Satmclay afternoon. The dances include the Rat Hop in honor of the Hat, Homecoming i11
honor of Clemson's last home game, Midwinters, ~[ilitary Ball in honor of the military,
Spring Hop, and the Junior-Senior in honor of the completion of the Taps and the work
of tl1e senior staff of various organizations.
As tl1e final clays of the senior year draw to a close, the seniors have a ·'clay off"
in which ahnost "anything goes." They are provided with parties and activitie to help
them celebrate their graduation.
As spring approaches and the year come to an encl, the college begins to reward
their outstanding sruclents. The most important of these is the newly establi heel Honors
and Awards Day in which the most outstanding stud nts, academically, are honored.
The HOTC program also has a special awards clay. Two of the most important awards
presented by the college are tl1e Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award, given to the student
who has clone th mo t to help the student , and the Norris ~[edal, given to the June
graduate wifu fue highest record.
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Besides these pecial events there are several more which h ave recently been established. Homecoming weekend is opened with Tigerama with various organizations on
campus presenting all kinds of skits. Also as part of tl1is program, the coed selected as
Miss Clemson College is presented. The Spring Sounds is a p rogram presented by the
top musical organizations on campus. The Junior Follies is a talent show put on by the
junior clas . There are also Christmas and spring concerts presented by th e bands and
glee club.
These events aren't the only things that come to mind when one begin s to think
of the traditions at Clemson. There are also ho ts of little things which occur in the
daily life such as tl1e all-night "bull sessions", those e ternal bridge games, and "pooling"
of fri ends and enemies alike. There is Greek \Veek put on by th e fraternities. There are
the rnsh parties and club initiations. T here is the sponsorin g of the Boys of America Home
tl1rou gh parties and gifts. All these make up the Cl mson tradi tion and way of life .

SHOP AT

JUDGE KELLER'S
A D SAVE
Sport Coats - Shirts - Trousers

Complim ents of

A FRIEND

COMPLETE FURNISHINGS FOR THEATRES - MOTELS - HOTELS
ALSO ALEXANDER-SMITH HOME CARPETING
DORMITORY AND LOBBY FURNITURE

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
304 South Church Street - Charlotte, N. C. - ED 2-7753
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ALPHA ZETA
Alpha Zeta is a national honorary agricultural fraternity, the student members
of which are selected from undergraduate and graduate agricultural students possessing
high scholarship, leadership, character and personality. Having higher scholarship requirements for membership than required by the national organization, the South Carolina
chapter functions partially as an honorary fraternity, thus setting a goal for membership
very much sought after by all agricultural sh1dents.
Some of Alpha Zeta's objectives are: 1. To promote scholarship, leadership and
character. 2. To promote the professions in agriculture. 3. To improve constructive
faculty-sh1dent relationships. 4. To render service to the School of Agriculhue of Clemson
College. 5. To cooperate with all activities of the National Alpha Zeta Foundation.
Each year, at Honors and Awards Day, the South Carolina chapter presents the
Alpha Zeta Award to an outstanding sh1dent in the School of Agriculture.
OFFICERS 1963-64
Chancellor - Joe W. Barnett
Censor - James H. Palmer
Scribe - Bobby L. Lanford
Treasurer - James C. Williams
Chronicler - James M. Carter
FACULTY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
W. A. Shain, Chm.
B. D. Cloaninger
L. D. Malphrus

SCABBARD AND BLADE
The National Society of Scabbard and Blade is the highest military fraternity in the
United States. Clemson College is the home of Company K, the Seventh Regiment of
Scabbard and Blade.
Our membership is composed of A1my and Air Force senior cadets, who are chosen by
the outgoing seniors. The persons elected to Scabbard and Blade must possess 'the
qualities of outstanding leadership ability and exemplary character.
The purpose of Scabbard and Blade is to promote interest in the military and to
promote a closer relationship between the students and the military departments. Here at
Clemson our activities also include such things as sponsoring the annual Militaiy Banquet,
conducting night maneuvers, and selling rat caps.

THE CLEMSON COLLEGE SKIN DIVING CLUB
The Clemson College Skin Diving Club is an organization which provides Clemson
sh1dents with an organized skin diving activity, promotes water safety and serves as a
rescue and recovery team for Clemson College.
At the beginning of each semester a training class is held in the Y 1CA pool for all
interested students. As these students become skilled in the proper and safe skin diving
methods, they progress from novice to junior and finally senior club members.
For the benefit of all of its members the club maintains an air supply station in the
basement of the YMCA.
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Make

DAN'S
Your Headquarters
SANDWICHES

-

SHORT ORDERS

Friendly Service
ACROSS THE STREET FHOM THE POST OFFICE

NATIONWIDE INSURANCE
AGENCY
Special Service to Clemson Students
COLLEGE AVENUE

CLEMSO , S. C.

Telephones 654-4504 or 654-4166

NEWELL D. CHAWFOHD, Representative
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TIGER BROTHERHOOD
Tiger Brotherhood is a local honorary
service fraternity which was organized at
Clemson in 1928 for the purpose of developing a closer relationship between students and members of the faculty and staff.
Membership is made up of those students
from the upper three classes who, through
qualities of outstanding ability and loyalty
to Clemson, makes them desirable as members of Tiger Brotherhood.

BLUE KEY
Blue Key is the national honor fraternity
dedicated to the ideal of service. Membership is composed of seniors or rising seniors
of outstanding character ,md ability who
have distinguished themselves through their
individual efforts to realize this ideal. One
of the outstanding services which Blue Key
renders at Clemson College is the publication of the Blue Key Directory, which is a
directory of faculty, staff, students, and
student organizations.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Alpha Phi Omega is a national service
fraternity, composed of College and University men who are or have been previously
affiliated with the Boy Scouts . The purpose
of the fraternity, as set forth in the National Constitution, is "To assemble college
men in the fellowship of the Scout Oath and
Law, to develop friendship and promote
service to humanity."
Alpha Phi Omega renders services in
four major fields . These are: ( l) Service
to the student body and faculty, (2) Service
to youth and community, (3) Service
to members of the fraternity, and (4) Service to the nation as participaling citizens.

~A~Mn\ lAN!lilDA
CUl1DT~R OJ:"

A-LPUA PUI OKGA
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How would you like to be a radio announcer? You can at Clemson's own radio
station, WSBF. WSBF is an educational radio station operated by the students of Clemson
College whose objectives are to provide the students, faculty, and residents of Clemson
with the finest in radio programming, while teaching staff memb~rs the fundamentals of
operating a radio station. Membership is open to any student interested in radio, who
voluntarily donates his time to the station. No previous experience or training is necessary
to join. You are trained by the staff at WSBF, and you gain valuable experience in radio
operation plus the opportunity of being a radio announcer.
WSBF has some of the most modern equipment available in radio today. At present
WSBF has an Associated Press teletype to bring the students of Clemson the complete
news happenings of the day; a new cartrige tape machine which improves the efficiency
of programming; four transmitters to serve the students in the dormitories and the surrounding community, three of which are closed circuit AM transmitters and an open
circuit FM transmitter; and a completely modern control room that enables WSBF to
be on a par with commercial radio stations.
The broadcasting facilities of Clemson College offer three staffs for new members
to choose from-the programming staff, the business staff and the engineering staff.
The program staff, handles the production of all the various shows that WSBF offers,
plus all the other necessary things that go into a radio show. The business staff handles
the financial end of the station and the business that comes before the station during
the school year. The engineering staff maintains all the equipment belonging to the
radio station that is necessary for WSBF to go on the air. As a new member you may
invest your talents in one of these staffs, or all of them if you desire. Flexibility is built
into your choice, for if you find out you don't wish to serve on the staff joined, you may
change to another staff with no red tape involved.
WSBF goes on the air from 2:57 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. Sunday through Friday and on
Saturday signs on at 6:57 P.M. until 12:00 midnight. The programs are composed of
music, news, and weather, and provide the students with complete radio entertainment.
Radio work is colorful and rewarding for those who are interested. The staff of WSBF
cordially invites you to come up to the third floor of the student center and investigate
for yourself the facilities and opportunities we have to offer. If you like what you see, it
is a very simple matter to join and become a member of Clemson College's own radio
station, WSBF.

Compliments of

GALLANT-BELK CO.
Anderson's Largest and Best
Department Store
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY
the benefits that they could gain would be
greater by organizing AATT.
The objectives of the student chapter of
AA TT shall be to provide students an early
means of becoming associated with the Tmtile industry and its policies.
All undergraduate students including
freshmen are eligible to become members
of a student chapter of AA TT if their curriculum includes at least one major course
in the field of textiles.
In the last year, AATT members have
made many field trips and have had several speakers to speak at their monthly
meetings.

AATT

AATT is the largest textile club ( in membership) ever formed at Clemson. At present
about fifty members belong to AATT. Although AATT is in its early stages of
growth, it will undoubtedly be one of the
leading clubs on the Clemson campus in
the near future.

The American Association for Textile
Technology ( AA TT) was organized in 1962
by dissolving the National Textile Management Society ( TMS). Since AATT is a
National organization, the students felt that

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
lations between students, and to promote
further study and education preparatory to
entering a career in industry.
Membership: Membership in I.M.S. is
restricted to those students of Industrial
Management who have accumulated fifty
( 50) or more credit hours toward graduation.
Fees & Dues: An initial fee of $5.00 is
collected from each new member. There
are no additional dues, but special assessments may be made from time to time
for various functions.
Activities: I.M.S.
regularly
sponsors
field trips to area industrial plants to better
acquaint members with the workings of
business and industry. Interesting and informative programs are presented on topics
of interest to members. Social functions include banquets and smokers.

The Industrial Management Society is the
official professional association for students
majoring in the Industrial Management curriculum .
Purpose: It is the purpose of I.M.S. to
promote fellowship among members of the
I. M. Department, to promote better re-
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
The Clemson College International Student Association (I S A), extends a cordial
welcome to Americans and' foreigners on the Campus of Clemson. The association was
founded in 1957, but it has not been until the past two years that it has been very active
and successful.
There are meetings held on Thursday nights and smokers on Tuesday nights. Sometimes the club also holds open-house and mixers which are very successful. Members of
the I S A write articles in The Tiger which discuss their customs, problems, government
and culhue of their countries.
Once a month the club sponsors talks and discussions given by guest speakers of
the faculty of Clemson College. These discus ions are very interesting because of the
variety of topics and the varied backgrounds of the speakers.
Usually every spring the I S A holds an International Supper. All the dishes, native
of foreign countries, are cooked by members of the club who are from those countries.
American dishes are also prepared by the American members of the organization.
We would be very happy to have you with us in our club house at any time. In this
way we try to convince you that we are sincere and friiendly . In our club house no one is
a stranger.

DELTA KAPPA ALPHA
the fraternities on the Clemson Campus .
For two consecutive years, a brother of Delta Kappa Alpha has been selected as the
I.F.C.'s Greek of the Year. D .K.A. has won
many honors within I.F.C. including the
scholastic trophy, the F raternity sing, the
Greek Olympics, the over-all sports trophy,
and the greek goddess of the year for the
most attractive and personable fraternity
sweethemt.

Delta Kappa Alpha was chartered as the
second social fraternity at Clemson on December 14, 1959, and with this event 15
individuals came together to form one of
the closest brotherhoods on the Clemson
Campus. The membership has risen to about
45 members, but the close ties of brotherhood that originated with the 15 chaTter
members remain just as strong.

Delta Kappa Alpha brothers are found
in all areas of campus life. They serve in
high position in Student Government, in all
major organizations such as Blue Key and
Tiger Brotherhood, and on most all the::
varsity athletic teams.
Delta Kappa Alpha is truly a leading
fraternity, an outlet to leadership for Clemson students, but more important a close
brotherhood.
The "Deacs" officers for this year are:
President, Malloy Evans; Vice President,
Steve Carter; Secretary, Dave Moorhead;
Treasurer, Cecil Huey; and Pledgemaster,
Walter Cox.

Delta Kappa Alpha has certainly established for itself a high position among
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SIGMA ALPHA ZETA
A social fraternity survives through its
spirit of brotherhood and the ability of its
members to operate as a group. Sigm'l
Alpha Zeta seeks to strengthen its ties of
brotherhood by participation in many service and social projects. Many of the brothers of Sigma Alpha Zeta are among the
leaders of Student Government, Taps, CDA,
and many other campus organizations. Each
year the "Zetas" are outstanding in intramural and inter-fraternity sportiqg competition. These sports events enJ-ia:rice group
activity among the brothers artd produce
friendly rivalry among the different fraternities. Social activities are another pleasant aspect of fraternity life. The "Zetas"
enjoy fraternity parties after most of the
school dances and football games during
the year. Housep~rties in the mountains and
at the beach are among the highlights of
entertainment each year. Probably one of
the greatest rewards of fraternity life, however, lies in the group of life-long friends
which a member can always tum lo in
the future.

President: Allen L. Freeman
Vice-President: Julius A. Gilreath
Secretary: Martin S. Driggers
Treasurer: Charles R. Harmon
I .F.C. Representative: John B. Neely
Pledge Master: B. Kenneth Bolt
Sigma Alpha Zeta was formally recognized as Clemson's first social fraternity on
September 27, 1959. It was organized by
seven Clemson men who recognized the
need for a close brotherhood with mutual
affection and common endeavor.

The brothers of Sigma Alpha Zeta continually strive to further the high ideals
and purposes of their fraternity and to be
of service to their school and community.

DUCKETT FUNERAL HOME
Central, S. C.
Capable, Courteous, Experienced Personnel

Two Air-Conditioned and Oxygen Equipped Ambulances
FUNERAL SERVICE
639-2411
If No Answer Dial

639-2072
Pendleton Phone - 646-3041
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PHI KAPPA DELTA

President: Bill Vandiver
Vice President : Frankie Robertson
Secretary: Mike Freeman
Treasurer : George Sidrony

The purpose of Phi Kappa Delta is to
promote brotherhood, friendship, and scholarship among its members and students
here at Clemson. The brothers, brought together by a common bond of interests and
ideals, seek to attain this purpose by constant working, playing, and livin g together,
while always working to improve Clemson
through a social organization.
Phi Kappa D elta is active in all phases
of school life at Clemson. The fraternity
participates in Tigerama, th e intramural
sports program , the Homecoming display
contest, and other college sponsored events.
Each year the fraternity h as a mountain
houseparty and a beachparty. These fun ctions are the highlights of Phi Kappa D elta's well rounded social life.
The brothers of Phi Kappa Delta welcome th e new students to Clemson Coll ege
and extend to you an invitation to comt>
by for a visit any time. You are always welcome.

In Anderson and Clemson

it's

SULLIVAN'S-PONTIAC-BUICK
The Complete Service for All Makes
Orr and Main
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CHI CHI CHI
Chi Chi Chi, established in November of 1959 and one of the first sororities on the
Clemson campus, was fo1med to bring the women students of Clemson College into an
association so that they could participate more actively and effectively in student affairs.
The sorority brings the women students closer together through social functions and
services and improves the social life on campus.
Members of Chi Chi Chi are chosen from Clemson women students who possess
necessary requirements of character. The requirements consist of high morals, pleasing
personality, and conduct becoming a lady at all times.
During the school year Chi Chi Chi members participate in service and social
activities on campus. Among these is msh week. During msh week the sorority has several
drop-ins. The excitement of rush week is climaxed with a banquet for mshees. An annual
pledge dance, at which Pledge of Year Award is presented, is given following pledge
period. Other social functions include houseparties, drop-ins, and suppers held throughout
the school year.
Chi Chi Chi sponsors mixers and sells flowers at home games to finance sorority
activities. Among the service projects sponsored by Chi Ch.i Chi is the annual visit to the
Rest Home in Seneca. Through hard work the financial projects and service projects
are quite successful.
Ch.i Ch.i Chi realizes that friendship is the basis upon which sorority life is based and
that the closest friends in college are sorority sisters. They are the ones with whom you
live, work, and plan more than any others. The sorority unites a group who share common
ideals and standards and who seek to enrich each other's lives and college life through
friendship and service.

CLEMSON YOUNG REPUBLICANS CLUB
The Clemson Young Republicans Club, open to all students of a conservative bent,
was formed to develop all young Republicans on the campus into an intelligent, aggressive,
and cooperative group; to provide opportunities of participating in the activities of the
Republican Party; to promote in every honorable way the platform and candidates of the
Party; and to provide the student body the means for getting a practical political education.
Each year the club participates in a state college convention and many other Republican
activities throughout South Carolina. In addition the club sponsors speakers, movies,
debates, socials, and a host of other activities on the campus.

PATTERSON'S
Real Estate and Insurance
Clemson, S. C.

201 College Avenue
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TAU BETA Pl
Founded at Lehigh University in 1885, Tau Beta Pi is a national engineering honor
society with chapters in most of the leading engineering schools of the country. Tau Beta
Pi's purpose is to mark those who have conferred honor upon their alma mater by distinguished scholarship and exemplary character as students, or by their professional attainments as alumni, and to foster a spirit of liberal culture in engineering colleges. The
Alpha Chapter of South Carolina offers to membership approximately twenty students of
each graduating class who can qualify according to standards of scholarship, character,
loyalty, personality, leadership, and school activities. The fact that Tau Beta Pi is the
second oldest honorary society in the country and numbers among its members many of
our leading engineers makes membership in the society a coveted honor. The local chapter
presents an annual cash award to the outstanding freshman engineering major, monitors
the Civil Engineering Building for students' night study, and teaches a slide rule course
each semester to sophomores and freshmen in engineering.

MU BETA PSI
MU BETA PSI was established as a national fraternity in 1928, on the campus of
North Carolina State College, at Raleigh. Shortly thereafter, Clemson College at Clemson,
South Carolina founded a chapter. The pmpose of our fraternity is two-fold:
1. To promote a better fellowship among the musicians of the various organizations
of a college and among the musicians of various and different colleges.
2. To advance music to its proper place as an educational subject. Eligibility in
MU BETA PSI is predicated on the completion of two years participation in a recognized
college musical group. Thus interested persons are customarily accepted for membership
during the first semester of their Junior year. Exceptions are occasionall y allowed in the
case of outstanding Sophomores, who may be taken in during the latter half of the
sophomore year. The practice of limiting membership to those so quali fied tends to create
a group of brothers who are genuinely interested in college musical careers and in working
for tl1e fraternity.
Throughout the school year, the brothers are continually promoting music and musical
fellowship by pe1forming services here at Clemson, and participating in social events.
Some of the projects undertaken annually are tl1e production of "Sprin g Sounds" and a
"Fraternity Sing". These productions are musical shows featuring top campus musical
organizations, and have become widely recognized for boili their entertainment value and
as a vehicle for student musical expression.

J.

ROY MARTIN & CO.

Roofing and Sheet Metal Work
PHONE CA 4-1651
305 WEST MARKET STREET- ANDERSON, S. C.
J. ROY MARTIN, JR. , CLASS '39
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THE CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
The Calhoun Literary Society seeks to promote and encourage creative writing among
the members of the organization and the sh1dent body, and to meet together in discussion
groups and forums for the purpose of aiding students interested in creative writing, and
to publish the student variety magazine, THE CHRO ICLE.

CIRCLE K
Circle K is not a social fraternity; it is a service organization for college men operating
on the campus and is similar to Kiwanis, which sponsors it. It is a leadership and
character-building group which serves the campus and the community. Membership is
open to all male students of good character and scholastic stand ing.
membership to all Clemson students and
employees of Clemson College, including
"Rats", faculty, and co-eds. No previous flying experience is required .
Each semester the Clemson Aero Club
holds a twenty-hour "ground school" for
all new members. This free ground school
is taught by a licensed flight instructor who
holds a commercial pilot's license and has
logged over 3,500 flight hours. The Club
flies in a new single-engine, two-place Piper
Colt which contains the latest FAA-approved radio equipment. This enables the
fledgling pilot to learn to fly with maximum safety. The Club has an nnmarred
safety record.
Meetings are held every Monday night
at 7: 00 p.m. in Room 1 of the Student
Center. All interested non-members are invited to attend any of the meetings.

CLEMSON AERO CLUB

The Clemson Aero Club was organized
to promote safe flying at a minimum cost
for its members. The Club is open for

SEMPER FIDELIS SOCIETY
Semper Fidelis Society is a national college organization for students interested
in the United States Marine Corps. The Kappa Chapter at Clemson was organized in
1960 by several interested students, tv,10 of whom are now serving as officers in· the
Corps.
The purposes of the Society are:
(1) To receive and disseminate policies, doctrines, and vital information pertinent
to better understanding of the many future responsibilities as officers of the Marine
Corps.
(2) To stimulate and protect the high traditions of the U. S. Marine Corps.
(3) To promote projects with the purpose of furthering good public relations for
the Semper Fidelis Society and the i\-Iarine Corps among the civilians of the immediate
area.

(4) To promote good fe ll owship and to cultivate social virtues among members.
i\ lembership in Semper Fidelis Society is open to the Student body. Active membership is conferred upon members of the Marine Corps Officer Training Programs while
Honorary members are students who arc members of the Marine Corps Reserve or are
otherwise interested.
Kappa chapter meets twice a month in the Student Center. Programs are planned
to include films and lectures by retired Marine Corps and 1aval officers from the
faculty and surrounding area.
Faculty advisor for Semper Fidelis Society at Clemson is i\Iajor Jack E. Tuttle, US~ IC
(Ret.), of the Social Sciences Department.
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Kappa Delta Chi was founded on February 24, 1960, when six outstanding Clemson students carried out their desire to further close fellowship and to develop common interests. Since then Kappa Delta Chi
has grown into a strong active brotherhood
which works to promote leadership, responsibility and social life, both on and off
campus .
Kappa Delta Chi recognizes its value to
Clemson College. It provides leadership for
many of the student organizations on campus, it serves as an outlet for social activities, and it endeavors to encourage
scholarship among the Brothers.
Some of the highlights of the past year
included participation in Tigerama, the
Homecoming display contest and intramural
sports. The Brothers also received a great
deal of satisfaction from their weekly visits
with the "Little Clemson brothers" at the
Boys of America Home in Easley, S. C.
Although there is plenty of work to do,
there is always time for "socializing." During the past year, Kappa Delta Chi has
enjoyed two house parties at the beach and
several in the mountains of nortliem Georgia, along witl1 house parties, drop-ins, and
dances have highlighted each Clemson
cLmce weekend.
Each Brother of Kappa Delta Chi has a
stron g desire for a close and lasting fellowship with all his Brothers. This closeness is
demonstrated by tl1e whole-hearted participation of tl1e Brothers in all projects and
activities. The fraternity places a strong
emphasis upon the individual's development
of high moral standards and intellectual attainment.

KAPPA DELTA CHI

\ Ve invite you to get to know the "Chi's"
at Clemson. We hope that you, too, will be
convinced tlrnt we are sincere in our ambition to excel by "doing the most for our
Brotl1ers and pledges in character building"
and by "continuing to exercise a wholesome influence on om members throughout
life."
Kappa Delta Chi is indeed happy to
greet the incoming freshmen and new students. \Velcome to Clemson. Please drop by
to see us at any time-" o man is a stranger
in our house."

PEARCE-YOUNG-ANGEL COMPANY
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Supplying Hotels, Restaurants and Retail Stores
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KAPPA SIGMA NU
Founded in February of 1960, Kappa
Sigma u has been successful in fulfilling
its purposes: to increase social and cultural
poise, to better ideals of college life, cooperative living, and personal development
through contacts in a social fraternity.
Kappa Sigma Nu has always taken pride
in rendering service when and where
needed. One example of this was the initiation of the annual Christmas party given
for underprivileged children . This worthwhile activity was later adopted by the
IFC, showing again that KS 1 is a leader
on campus. The fraternity has also taken

part in drives to raise money for needy
families . The brothers strive to uphold and
preserve Clemson traditious and to develop
among the members a sense of responsibility that is essential to a complete college
education. The brothers of KSN are active
in many college orgaaizations and functions. Proof that KSN is striving to achieve
its social purposes is evident in the many
parties sponsored by the fraternity.
The seal of KSN is a white gold and
onyx shield bearing a silver fleur de lis and
the inscription "Unitas Semper", or "Always
United".

SIGMA KAPPA EPSILON
Sigma Kappa Epsilon, one of the eight
social fraternities on campus, strives to provide friendship, brotherhood, and a wellrounded college life for its members by
constant working, playing, and living together.
In accordance with its prime function,
SKE seeks to provide social growth, fun,
and relaxation through its many parties,
drop-ins, and other activities, offering a
pleasant and much needed break in the
daily grind of studies.
Acknowledging, however, that scholarship is of the uhnost importance, SKE
urges its members to take full advantage
of the hours set aside for study and encourages good grades by requiring a G.

P. R. sufficient for graduation in order to
maintain active membership.
Not only does SKE seek the bette1ment
of its members but also seeks to advance
all of Clemson through its participation in
Homecoming, Tigerama, intramural sports,
and other such activities.

If any of you are interested in finding
out more about SKE or the fraternity system, don't hesitate to drop by our House
in 5th Barracks. Remember, "A stranger
is just a friend we haven't met yet."
Officers for 1963-64 include David Reynolds, President; Dixon Moseley, Vice-President; Steve Wright, Secretary; and Birch
Cannon, Treasurer.

FRIENDLY
SERVICE
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THE CLEMSON COLLEGE PERSHING RIFLES
The Clemson College Pershing Rifles, known as Company C-4, is the only precision
drill team on campus. Th.is unit is a member of a national fraternal organization whose
purpose is to maintain, preserve, and develop the highest ideals of the military profession.
The Pershing Rifles main duty to Clemson College is to represent the school in drill
competition over the nation. Through its proficiency in regular drill, rifle manual, and fancy
drill, the P-R's have brought honors from Augusta, Atlanta, New Orleans, and Washington,

D.C.
Membership into this organization is obtained by a cadet's ability and knowledge of
drill and a sincere desire to carry on the military tradition of Clemson College.

IOTA LAMBDA SIGMA
Iota Lambda Sigma is one of the first fraternities organized to honor those students
of a particular major. Membership is limited to those juniors and seniors in Industdal
Education maintaining a "B" average in their scholastic endeavor. The fraternity serves
to perpetuate in its members constant interest in their field while at Clemson.
The purpose of this organization is to recognize professional training and high
scholarship. The fraternal spirit of the organization bonds its members in an enthusiastic
group of future professional educators. Techniques learned in the classroom and laboratories are compared, and each member benefits not only from what he has personally
encow1tered, but from the experiences of others as well.
The activities of the organization include semi-annual banquets and the maintaining
of a classroom for fraternity members.

The
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of South Carolina
Clemson, S. C.
Complete Banking Service
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CLEMSON COLLEGE BANDS
TIGER BAND and Color Guard - The llO piece marching band participates
in football games, college functions, and parades throughout the state. Membership is
open to all interested students.
CO CERT BAND - -Membership is open to all interested musicians in the student
body who are interested in playing semi-classical and classical music. An audition is
necessary.
ARMY ROTC BAND - -This band is composed of musically inclined members of the
ROTC program and plays for all drills, inspections, and parades required by the military
program.
AIR FORCE ROTC BAND - This band is composed of talented members in the
Air Force ROTC program on campus. This band plays on all occasions required by the
Air Force.

THE CLEMSON COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
Oh, how that name stirs the hearts of many a fair maiden across these Southern States.
For more years than our director Dr. Hugh McGarity will allow us to name, the glee
club of Clemson College has been performing.
The highlight of the year is the annual Spring Tour which this year will encompass
3-4 states. It's a week of fun-packed, girl-meeting, free class cuts, and, oh yes, singing.
During the year prior to this event, we perform at events too numerous to list at this
time. We entreat you to join up with us for the best singing time of your life.

BLUE NOTES
The purpose of The Clemson College Blue Notes is to provide music and assist with
various musical activities on campus. The Blue Notes have participated in such campus
activities as Rat Hop, Junior Follies, Spring Sounds, and the Clemson Junior-Senior dance.
In addition to these campus activities, the Blue Notes play for everything ranging from
beauty contests to fraternity parties to formal dances throughout North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Georgia. Although the Blue Notes are noted for tJ1eir big band som1d, their
types of music include everything from the big band sound to the twist.
William T. Miller - Leader.
Robert L. Deans-Business Manager .

CLEMSON COLLEGE DEMOLAY CLUB
The purpose of the Clemson College DeMolay Club is to maintain the fraternal
spirit of DeMolay by bringing into one circle of friendship all DeMolays at Clemson.
It is a service club and not a substitute for a college fraternity or any other student
organization. The Club is not a DeMolay Chapter and is not permitted to hold any
form of initiation. Active members of the Club must be members in good standing in
some active DeMolay Chapter. The Club elects officers for yearly tenns and participates
in social as well as service activities.

You are cordially invited
TO

CARPETS & INTERIORS
1005 N. MAIN ST.

-

ANDERSON, S. C.

To meet our decorators and to let us show you our shop
and acquaint you with our many services.
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BETA S,IGMA CHI
Beta Sigma Chi was organized in 1933 by a group of students from Charleston County,
a social club for "low country boys". In the past it has b een b etter known as the Charleston
County Club.
Recently, Beta Sigma Chi was organized into a service club and the members hope
to make it a social fraternity in the near future.
The main requirements for membership are that the pledge must reside within a
50-rnile radius of Charleston and must b e willing to work for the benefit of th e club and
Clemson College.
The club has numerous parties during th e year, both at h ome and at school, besides
the annual Christmas Dance from whence money for th e scholarship fund is derived.
Each year the club gives a scholarship to an in comin g freshman from th e Charleston area.
The school year's work is th en climaxed with a week-long house party at the beach
every year.

BETA TAU SIGMA
The Horry County Club, which is now formall y called Beta Tau Sigma, was organi£ed
on the Clemson campus in the early 1930"s. The purpose of Beta Tau Sigma is the Jiving
together, playing together, and serving toge ther on th e Clemson campus of all the sons
of the Independent Republic of Horry County. Beta Tau Sigma also strives to prom ote
a better spirit of participation and service among its brothers and the sh1dent b ody at large.

AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY
Ceramic engineering majors are invited to Jorn the Student Chapter of the American
Ceramic Society. The Society provides social as well as professional stimulation to its
m embers .
The society m eets once a month to plan activities and to h ear men of industry impart
some of their practical information to us. The speakers come from all phases of the
ceramic industry; from the basic industries, such as the brick business to more exotic
reahn of the space age.
Along the social line, the American Ceramic Society plans several parties and participations in the Homecoming display contest every year. Each school year is closed with
a banquet, at which scholarships from various concerns are awarded to ceramic engineering
students of deserving achievement.
All in all the American Ceramic Society provides a h·emendous opportunity for the
ceramic engineering student to broaden himself and the fi eld of ceramic engineering.

SOCIETY OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
The Society of Industrial Engineers, open to all Industrial Engineerin g m ajors, provides professional stimulation for students in this field. Society activity proves to be an
integral part of the Industrial Engineering educational program by promoting a greater
understanding of the exact reahn of study and activity which Industrial Engineering encompasses. SIE has encouraged the participation of industrial engineers in industry through
circulars and the distribution of information pertaining to the activities of the society.
Future activities include an increased number of field trips to surrounding industries and
guest speakers from related fields. SIE anticipates, in the near fuhue, becoming a charter
member of the American Institute of Industrial Engineers (AIIE ) with the subsequent
benefits membership in this national organization will provide.
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PUBLICATIONS
The AGRARIAN is the magazine published by the students in agriculture. Through
the Agrarian attempts are made to present the new developments in agriculture and to
interest those who are particularly interested in and concerned about writing on subjects
related to any field of agriculture.
The BOBBIN A D BEAKER, a magazine published quarterly, has become the
official journal of the Textile School. It was first published in November, 1939, by the
Phi Psi textile faternity. The magazine has served as an invaluable supply of info1mation to both students and leaders in the textile industry. With a circulation which carries
copies to most of the states and several foreign countries, the Bobbin and Beaker has
served as a medium of exchange of ideas. Through this extensive circulation, it has
helped build prestige for the entire college as well as the Textile School.
Each year, near th e end of the second semester, interested juniors in textiles arc
selected to become members of the junior staff. The senior staffers, who plan, design,
edit the magazine, are composed of students who have undergone one year of junior
staff work. Each junior staffer is briefed on all phases of the magazine, publication
and circulation in order to prepare him for senior staff work.
THE CHRONICLE is the official student variety magazine published four times
each school year by the Calhoun Litera1y Society. Its purpose is to entertain and inform
Clemson sh1dents with an equitable balance of editorial, feature, pictorial, humor, literary,
and satirial material, and give studen ts an opportunity to publish worthwhile material
and gain experience in all phases of magazine production. The Chronicle utilizes the
combined efforts of writers, artists, poets, photographers, lay-out specialists, and general
staff personnel. The Chronicle is winner of the South Carolina Collegiate Press Association's "Best College Magazine" award . Interested students are invited to drop by the
Chronicle office in the sub-level of the Geology Building.
The SLIPSTICK is a magazine that is written by and represents students majoring
in engineering and science. One purpose of Slipstick is to inform th e student of the many
phases of science and engineering so that he can appreciate the significance of acquiring
knowledge and gain a better understanding of the engineering profession.
Four magazines are published in one year (two per semester), and the new editor
and business manager are elected in D ecember of each year.
;\luch experience can be gained by serving on the Slipstick staff. Slipstick offers
the student the chance to write and to profit by broadening his knowledge out ide the
classroom.
The TAPS-The college yearbook is the pictorial and informational record of what
is happening at Clemson College. Taps is published annually with the members of the
Taps Staff being directly responsible for planning, securing photographs, printing, and
distribution. Through the years the college annual has proved to be one of the most
interesting publications coming out of the work of students at Clemson. Any interested student may volunteer to work with the editors and Taps Staff, and if he develops a real
interest may become a member of the staff which will design and publish the Taps
of the fuhue.
The TIGER-Clemson's student newspaper gives the current facts and opinions of
the events of interest to every student on the campus. Its first duty is to the students, to inform them through news, features, and editorials of events of campus groups.
In addition it serves as a coordinating element between alumni, students, fac ulty, and
student body.
Another function of the paper is to serve as a training ground for students interested
in journalism and the operation of a newspaper.
The Tiger holds a unique place on the Clemson campus in that it is uncensored.
This is a tribute to the administration of the college in that they do not attempt to channel
the thoughts of the students into "acceptable" patterns. To reinforce this lack of censorship the newspaper attempts to present the news without bias. An attempt is also made
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to remain beyond the control of any particular organization or interest group on campus.
The Tiger through its freedom to comment stands as a bulwark to th e cause of freedom and justice both in the college and in the community it serves. Its first duty is to
its students, and the newspaper tries to defend and maintain th e rights and freedoms
of the student body. In doing this it also attempts to crusade for just causes, the most
important of which is the search for truth, the ultimate aim of education.
The college and the Tiger have as th eir final goal th e same objective-the avenue
and means of searching for all that is tru e. Only th e means of attainment are b asically
different.
Any student is allowed to join the Tige r. The only prerequisite is a sense of responsibility and a willingness to work. As with all efforts, th e rewards gained are determined by th e individual. Whether you join the Tiger staff or not, come up and visit
th e offices; as you will be reading, criticising, and living with the Tiger for th e next
few years.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN MILITARY ENGINEERS
The Clemson Student Chapter of the Society of American Military Engineers is
composed of students interested in civil and military engineerin g. The programs include
films, speakers, and field trips dealing with subjects of interest to th e members. Some
recent activities have dealt with underground security installations, flood control, milita1y
engineering on the polar ice cap, and a tour of the Corps of Engineers facilities at Savannah . Members also receive "The :\1ilitary Engineer", which is published bimonthly;
and those in ROTC are authorized to wear the distinctive red, bl ack, and white ribbon of
the S.A.M .E.
Most Clemson students can qualify for membership in the S.A.M.E. und er one of the
provisions listed below. Those eligible include:
1. Students enrolled in Army or Air Force ROTC or th e Marine Corps PLC program.
2. Students majoring in an engineering fi eld.
3. Others who have completed basic ROTC or who can qualify on th e basis of past
or present military service.
The Society of American Military Engineers is composed of over 23,000 civilian
engineers, 4,000 officers of the Armed Forces, and some 2,000 engineerin g students.
D edicated to the national defense, the Society promotes helpful relations b etween the
civilian and military engineering professions, as well as th e advancement of miHtary
engineering. Membership is especially important to stud ents who after graduation m ay
be commissioned in one of the engineering branches of the anned forces, or work closely
with th e military through contract work.

ONEAL-WILLIAMS, INC.
Sporting Goods
241 N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.
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CLEMSON COLLEGE FORESTRY CLUB
The Forestry Club was organized in September of 1957 after Clemson began offering
a four year curriculum in forestry; and since then, has become one of the most active
clubs of its kind on campus. Membership is open to all forestry students, extension
foresters, research foresters, and faculty members of the department.
The main goals of the Forestry Club are to better acquaint the members with
various aspects of the forestry profession and to bring about a closer relationship among the
forestry students and the faculty of the department. These goals are accomplished by
having practicing foresters speak at meetings, and sponsoring various events throughout
the year.
The club is a member of the Association of Southern Forestry Clubs that is composed
of ten forestry schools throughout the South. Each year a conclave is held by one of
these schools that enables forestry students to compete in various events involving
skilled and technical aspects of the profession, and to get to know their fellow forestry
students.
Our club held this conclave in the spring of last year for the first time. At
present, there are about 50 members in the club, and all of us worked hard to put
on the best conclave yet and to place Clemson high on the list of Southern Forestry Clubs.

THE PRE-VETERINARY MEDICINE
"Watch us grow" seems to be a popular slogan these days and is one that can be
readily applied to our newly organized Pre-Vet Club.
The Pre-Veterinary Medicine Club of Clemson College is open to all students enrolled
in pre-veterinary medicine or taking courses in line with the pre-vet curriculum. The Club
meets once a month and usually has a guest speaker lecturing on some phase or aspect
of Veterinary Medicine. The Club affords the prospective "Vet" student an excellent
opportunity to participate in discussions relevant to his field and have questions answered
that may b e puzzling him, whether they be concerning his prospective career or veterinary
techniques and practices in general.

CLEMSON HORTICULTURE CLUB
The objectives of the Clemson Horticulture club are to promote the profession of
Agriculture as it pertains to Horticulture; to sponsor horticultural activities; to develop
a spirit of fellowship among its members; to furnish a medium of contact with the horticulturists of the state; to act as an official agent of the horticultural students in college
matters ; and to develop an interest in new research as it p ertains to the fi eld of horticulture.
Any undergraduate or graduate student in the school of Agriculture and any special
student who has an interest in the subject of horticulture may b ecome members of the
Clem son Horticulture Club. The club also includes associate members which are th e
Department of Horticulture Staff, and also the Honorary members which are elected by
the members of the club.
In carrying out th e objectives of the club, members set up projects for raising
money for the annual meeting of the Southern Region , American Society for Horticultural
Science. The project that has been used mo t in the past is the making of jam and jelly.
The club meets th e first and third Tuesday nights of each month .
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KAPPA ALPHA SIGMA
Any undergraduate student interested in Agronomy and closely related lines may
become a member of the Clemson Agronomy Club, Kappa Alpha Sigma. Throughout the
year, the club strives to help in various school activities such as sets and properties for
Tigerama. This year the club members were given an opportunity to tour the Atomic
Energy Commission at Aiken, S. C. and the Southern Nitrogen Company at Savannah,
Ga.
The Kappa Alpha Sigma was founded in 1937 and is recognized as an official member of the student section of the American Society of Agronomy. The purposes are to foster
a spirit of cooperation and mutual helpfulness among the Agronomy Club members and
the members of the staff of the Agronomy Department and to stimulate interest in
Agronomy with those in closely related fields, particularly stressing soil management.

AIEE- IRE
The purpose of the Student Branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
-Institute of Radio Engineers is the dissemination of knowledge of the theory and
practical aspects of electrical engineering and allied fields as well as the furtherance of
the professional development of the student.
Some of the specific objectives of the Clemson Branch of AIEE-IRE are:
(1) To provide opportunities for the student to participate in independent functions
brought about by their own initiative.
( 2) To foster those qualities needed by the engineer which are not fully cultivated in
the classroom.
(3) To broaden the student's acquaintance with the engineering world outside the
campus.
(4) To give a student the opportunity to strengthen his social, technical, and literary
bonds with his classmates, instmctors, and with graduate engineers, and to develop
some administrative experience.
( 5) To provide an organization in which the technical developments and ideas of
students in their academic years can receive recognition.
Students are eligible to join the branch when they begin their sophomore year of
study and are urged to join them. The branch meets bi-monthly and there are a number of
field trips to various industries, lectures and demonstrations to enlighten the student
about his chosen field.

AMERICAN DAIRY SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
The Clemson College Chapter of the American Dairy Science Association was founded
in September of 1922 by Professor B. E. Goodale. At that time the Dairy Club, as it is
usually called, was the only departmental club in existence at Clemson.
Professor Goodale served as the club's advisor from its beginning until 1953 when Dr.
J. T. Lazar. Jr., the present advisor, assumed the position. Dr. W. V. Chalupa was appointed assistant advisor in February 1963.
The club participates in all campus activities and is recognized by the Council of Club
Presidents and the Ag. Council. This recognition, however, has not been limited to the
campus. Since the formation of the Southern Branch of the A.D.S.A. in 1960, Clemson men
have dominated the offices of this thirteen state organization, serving as secretary and
treasurer, third vice president, second vice president, first vice president, and twice as
president.
All students are encouraged to join, and to take an active part in this organization
which is designed to bring together students who are interested in the dairy industry, to
inspire a livelier interest in their academic work, and to provide organized social activities.
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BLOCK " C" CLUBThe Block "C" Club includes those students who have earned a letter in baseball,
basketball, cross country, football, golf, swimming, tennis, track, or rifle team.
i\lanagers of the above sports, having been awarded a letter, shall be eligible for
membership.
The purpose of the club is to promote congeniality and friendship, encourage conduct
becoming a gentleman and a true sportsman, and to enhance the advancement and welfare of Clemson College at all times.
Functions of th e club include service and social activities throughout the school year.

STUDENT AGRICULTURAL COUNCIL
The purpose of the Agricultural Council is to serve as a sponsorin g group for activities
of interest to the whole School of Agriculture; to serve in an advisory capacity to the
Director of Agricultural Teaching and to the D ean of Agriculture concerning student problems;
and to promote interest in agriculture among pre-college youth of this state.
Officers of the Council include: Chai1man-Hugh Gray, Agronomy; Vice Chai1manVic Bethea, Ag. Econ.; Secretary-Treasurer-Luther Waters, Ag. Ed.; Heporter-Jim
Ballington, Ag. Ed.; Advisors-Dr. J. T. Lazar, Dairy Dept. and Dr. P. W. Watkins of th€'
Agronomy Dept.
The Council holds one regular meeting each month

FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA
The Future Fa1mers of America is a national organization of boys interested in
Agriculture which is represented in every state in the Union. The Collegiate Chapter
is composed mostly of students majoring in Agricultural Education, but there are also
members in other fields.
Purposes of the club are :
1. To train teachers of Vocational Agriculture.
2. To develop rural and agricultural leadership.
3. To strengthen the individual's confidence in himself.
4. To encourage cooperative efforts among students in Agricultural Education.
5. To promote and improve scholarsh ip.
6. To encourage organized recreational activities.
7. To supplement regular systematic instruction by learning through doing.
8. To advance the cause of Vocational Education in Agriculture and on the college
level.
9. To encomage high school graduates to consider studying Agriculh1re in college.
Club fe llowship is enhanced by these annual activities: a mountain trip, several
cookouts, and the fact that the members share problems common to the group.

CLEMSON POULTRY SCIENCE CLUB
The purpose of the club is to further the social, cultural, and scholastic activities of
the students who are members of the Poultry Science Club by working together as a team
and in cooperation with the faculty of the Poultry Department. The formal training
received in the classroom provides the primary benefit to a college student, but it i recognized that extra-curricular activities are an .important part of college life. Club members
learn how to conduct meetings and transact business in an effective manner.
The Poultry Science Club expects to provide the opportunity for people with technical
knowledge to learn to work together. Projects that provide income pennit students to
participate in intercollegiate activities and to take extended field trips to sh1dy the industry in this state or in other states.
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1963-64
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
President

Orga11.i=atiou,

Advisor

Argricultural Economics Club ______________ _____________ A. V. Bethea, IIL __________ H. L. Steel
----------------------- I-I. C. Spurlock
Alpha P hi Om ega ___________ _ ________________________ J. L. Thompson _______________ R. E. Ware
Alpha Tau Alpha_ ____________________________________ L. W. Waters, Jr. _________ J. H . Rodgers
Alpha Zeta ------------------------- ___________ _____ J. W. Barnett_ _____________ W. A . Shain
Amateur Radio Club ________________________ __________ W. A. Sand er_ _____________ L. T. Fitch
Am . Association of Textile Chemists & Colorists_ __________ M. R. Prater ----· __________ J. Lindsay
Am. Association of T extil e T ecbnology ____________________ s. D. Tucker_ __________ J. L. Richardson
American Cera mic Society _____________ ________________ F. Y. Duncan ____________ G. C. Robinson
American Chemical Soci ety ---------------------------- W. C . Wilson ______________ c_ B. Bishop
American Dairy Science Association ______________________ L. A . Gause ________________ J. T. Lazar
Am eri can Institute of Architects_ ___________________ _____ W. Wilhelm ______________ \V. L. Garvin
American Institute of Chemical Engineers_ _______________ F . M. Ogburn , Jr. ________ c. E. Littlejohn
Am. Institute of Electrical Engrs.-IRE ·------------------ T. 0. Curlee, III ______________ H. V. Poe
American Institute of Physics_ __________________________ H. Marchini_ ________________ M. J . Skove
American Society of Agricultural Engin eers ________________ J. D . D eniL _______________ T. H. Garner
Am erican Society of Civil Engin eers __ ___ ________________ H. D. Rosamoncl _________ J. C. JvlcConnac
American Society of Mechanical Engineers ________________ R. S. Hagins _______________ $_ M . Watson
Angel Flight ________________________ ________________ Sandra Cochran ___________ L. C. John son
Arnold Air Society ____________________________________ J. B . Queen _______________ L. C. Johnson
Baptist Student Union _________________________________ R. J. Rutland ______________ A. S. Tombes
Bamberg County-Clemson Club _______________________ Vv. C. Gturnells_ __________ R. C. Hubbard
Beta Sigma ChL _____________________________________ T. F. Ki cklighter_ ____________ C. Milligan
Beta Tau Sigma ______________________________________ J. K. Di ck enson ______________ B. J. Todd
Biological Scien ces Club _______________________________ R. H. Brun er_ ___________ G. W. Anderson
--------------------------- J - K. Reed
Block and Brielle Club _______________________________ J. D. H eselbarth ___________ D. L. Handlin
Block "C" Club ______________________________________ D. M. Hynes ____________ H . C. McLellan
Blue Key ____________________________________________ N. F. Pulliam ______________ F. A. Burtner
Blue Key Directory ___________________________________ W. E. Gore _______________ F. A. Burtn er
Blue Notes ------------------------------------------ W . T. Miller ________________ E. B. Scott
Bobbin and Beak er_ ___________________________________ J. W. Blackwood ____ ·-· D. P. Thompson
Calhoun Literary Soci ety _______________________________ M. D. Medlock ·---------- M. S. Steadman
Canterbury Club _____________________________________ R. E. Hilton ______________ L. C. Johnson
Caravelles ____________________________ ______________ P. T. G leaton _______________ R . T. Mixon
Central Dance Association ______________________________ H . M. Evans, Jr. ________ G. F . Meenaghan
Central Savannah River Area Cl emson Club _______________ S. A. Carter_ ________________________ _
Chester County-Clemson Club __________________________ _
Chi Chi ChL ________________________________________ L. Huff_ _______________ Mrs. R . F. Poole
Christian Scien ce Organization __________________________ M. C. Long _____________ J\Irs. A. Mungall
Chronicle ___________________________________________ M. D. Medlock __________ M. S. Steadman
Circle K International __ :_ ______________________________ M. J. Owings_ ______________________ _
Clemson Aero Club ___________________________________ R. J. Rutland _________________ J . Patri ck
Clemson Demolay ____________________________________ N. C . Moseley ________________ $ . Hanvey

----------------·---------- . A. Wynn
Cl emson Rifle Club ____________________ . ______________ R . V. Weaver, Jr. __________ E. E. Bentley
Clemson Skin Diving Club ___________________________ W. W. Gunnin ______________ J. H. Cerar
_________________________ $. A. Warren
D elta Kappa Alpha ____________ __ _____________________ H. M. Evans, Jr. _______________ c. C. Fain
D elta Kappa Kappa ___________________________________ J. Allan __________________ c. H. Watson
D elta Phi Kappa ________ __ ___________________________ D . S. Groover ______________ W. C. Capel
D elta Sigma Nu _____________________________________ _: R. 0. Brown , Jr. ___________ F. A. Burtn er
F encing Club ____________ ________________________ ____ C. D . Grant ______________ H. N. Cooledge
Forestry Club _______________________________________ J. R. Freeland ______________ W. A. Shain
Future Farmers of America ______________ ______ ________ J. R. Ballington, Jr . _________ A. K. Jensen
_______ __________________ F. E. Kirkley
Gl ee Club -----·------- ------------ - ----------------- ------·----------------- H. H. McGarity
4 -H Club __________________________________________ P. H. Bunch, Jr. ______________ D. R. Bell
H a ll Supervisors Association ____________________________ B. E. T yson ________________ H . E. Florey
________________________ J. L. Studdard
Hill e l-Brandeis -------------------------------------- S, M. Rifkin ______________ M. Golclemberg
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/.,res ident

Orga 11i:;atiu1L

Advisor

Horticulture C lub ____________________________________ M. L. Robbins_ ___________ J. H. Crawford
Industrial Managem ent Soci ety __________________________ J. E. Fallaw ________________ W. C. Edel
Inter-Fraternity Council ------------------------------- G. L. Rawlings_ ___________ H. W. Florey
International Students Association _______________________ C. J. Lacey _________________________ _
Iota Lambda Sigma ____________________________ ______ A. R. Campbell ____________ H. E. Morgan
J ungaleers _____________________ -- __ -------------- - -- _______________________ H. H. McGarity
Kappa Alpha Sigma ___________________________________ Hugh B. Gray _____________ B. J. Gossit
________________________ P. W. Watkins
Kappa Delta Chi _________________________ _____________ D. D. Richardson ______ G. R. von Tungeln
Kappa Delta Kappa __________________________________________________________ H . C. McLellan
Kappa Sigma Nu ------------------------------------- S. L. Marchant_ _____________ H. B. Bryant
Karamos -------------------------------------------- D. W. Moorhead _________ G. C. Robinson
Lutheran Student Association ____________________ _______ L. W. ·waters __________ E. D. Stockman
Minarets ------------------------------------------- J. Kortan ______ ___ _________ G. C. Means
Mu Beta PsL ________________________________________ H. H. Turner_ ______________ J, H. Butler
Newtonian Society --------------------- --------------- F . Winsett -------------------- --- ---Newman Club --------------------------------------- 1- H. Deatcher ·--------------- J . Sullivan
Nu Epsilon ----------------------------------------- G. D. Chipukites _______________ J. Acorn
Numeral Society -· ----------------------------------- A. Wood --------------------------Omicron Sorority -----------------------------------Pershing Rifles-Co. C, R eg 4 __________________________________________________ C. H. Ferguson
Pershing Rifles-4th Reg Hqrs. __________________________________________________ R. C. Robbins
Phi Eta Sigma _______________________________________ W. Keys Lewis, IIL _________ D. A. King
Phi Kappa Delta ______________________________________ F. W. Vandiver, Jr. ________ W. W. Tingle
Phi Pri --------------------------------------------Poultry Science Club __________________________________ D. D. PruitL _____________ J . F. Stephens
Pre-Veterinary .Club __________________________________ P. B. McKay ______________ ·w. C. Godley
Presbyterian Student Association _________________________ B. E . Tyson ________________ S. W. Hogue
Scabbard and Blade ___________________________________ H. E. Sells_ ___________ F. M . McConnell
Semper Fidelis Society ________________________________ _ M. L. Morris, Jr. _____________ J. E. T,uttle
Sigma Alpha Zeta __--_ _______________________________ __ A. L. Freeman __________ H. N. Cooledge
Sipma Kappa Epsilon _________________________________ D. 0. Reynolds ______
E. B. Scott
Sibma Pi Sigma_ _____________________________________ -------------------------- M. J. Skove
Sigma Tau Epsilon ___________________________________ _ D. R. Floyd ______________ M. A. Owings
Slipstick __________________________________________ D. H. HunL ________________ C. C. Fain
Society for the Advancement of Management _____________ _ R. T. McMichaeL ___________ W. C. Edel
Society of American Military Engineers _________________ __ D. 0. Cullen ______________ T. E. Gioiosa
Soci ety of Industrial Engineers_ _________________________ C. H. Monow, Jr. ____________ J. H . Couch
Student Agricultural Council_ __________________________ _
Student Government _________________________________ W. B. Sykes ______ ______ W. T. Cox, Sr.
Taps _______________________________________________ W. T. Kennedy ______________ J. Sherman
Tau Beta PL ________________________________________ C. B. BeauclroL _____ ______ J. L. Edwards
The Tiger __________________________________________ F . L. Gentry _______________ c. B. Green
Tiger Band _________________________________________ E. L. Collins --------·--·- -- J. H. Butler
Tiger Brotherhood ------------------------------------ W. T. Cox, Jr. ______ ____ R. W. Moorman
Union County-Clemson Club ___________________________ L. E. Moore _______________ J. L. Brock
Weight Lifting Club ______ ---------------------------\Vesley Foundation -----------------------------------1- Baskin -------- ----------- --------\VSBF _____________________________________________ T . C . Hamm _____ _
__ W. T. Cox, Sr.
]. S. GambeL ___ _______ J . N. Thurston
W. L. King __________________ H. H. Hill
YMCA Cabinet ______________________________________ A. B . Credle, Jr. _________ J. R. R. Cooper
Senior YMCA Council_ ______________________________________________________ J. R. R. Cooper
Junior YMCA CounciL ________________________________ J. Liberty __________________ B. E. Trent
Sophomore YMCA Council _____________________________ D. Busbee __________________ B. E . Trent
Freshman YMCA Council_ ____________________________ _
YMCA Handbook ____________________________________ S. White ____________
J . R. R. Cooper
Young Americans for Freedom ________________________ _
Young Republicans ___________________________________ B. B. Harder_ _____________ R. E. Ware

COUNCI L OF CLUB PRESIDENTS
Chairman ---------------------------------------- A. B. Credl e
Vice Chairman
______________________________ T. F. Kicklighter
Secretary ____ _

Linda Huff
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SPORTS
As with the old SIAA and the Southern Conference, Clemson became a charter member of the Atlantic Coast Conference when it was forn1ecl in May of 1953. Certain teams
of ilie Southern thought there was need for a new atl1letic conference, mainly because
of the number of teams in tl1e Souiliern. Many teams never met in the so-called major
sports tl1en and there was only token scheduling of otl1er sports.
The Tigers field teams in nine of the 12 sports recognized by the conference.
Since tl1e ACC was formed a little over 10 years ago, it has been represented in a
major bowl in all but two years and has had national champions in footba ll, basketball
and baseball.
Clemson has been individual champions in football and baseball iliree times each sinc.:c
the ACC was organized and has fielded representative teams in each of the other sportsbasketball, cross country, indoor track, swimming, golf, outdoor track and tennis.
As many contests as possible between the other schools in the conference in tl1e
nine sports are scheduled yearly by the athletic department. Each team is met twice in
baseball and basketball and six or seven in football.

IPTAY
IPTAY (I Pay Ten A Year) is tlrn life blood of the Clemson Athletic Association.
It is through tl1is organization that all athletic scholarships are furnished. Not one
single penny ever contributed to IPTAY has gone for anything other tlrnn scholarships.
IPTAY is now in its 29tl1 year, having started in 1934. Since its humble beginning
by seven or eight men, over 1,100 boys have been educated tlrrough IPTAY in 28
years. The club's all-time high in memberships was over 10,200 and in tl1e last four
years, tl1e 10,000 mark has been closely approached.
A goal of 12,000 members has been set for ilie year ending Sept. 30th. The club
had two iliirds of its goals eight months after the new fiscal year started.
There is probably no other organization exactly like IPT AY in any other college in
tl1e United States. IPTAY does not limit its membership to just Clemson men. Anyone desiring to see the high standard in athletics remain here can become a member
by making his contribution to the club.

BILL DILLARD'S
Marine and Sports Center

•
113 E. SHOCKLEY

FERRY ROAD

PHO E 226-6116
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1963 CLEMSON FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

21-Oklahoma at Norman --------- - ---------- - ----------28-Georgia Tech at Atlanta -----------------------------5-N. C. State at Clemson (Band Day) ___________________
12-Georgia at Clemson (IPTAY & Dad's Day) ______________
19-Duke at Dmham ------------------------------------26-Virginia at Charlottesville ----------------------------2-Wake Forest at Clemson (Youth Day) ____________ _______
9-North Carolina at Chapel Hill ------------------------16-Maryland at Clemson (Homecoming) ____________________
23-U. S. C. at Columbia ---------------------------------

1:30
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
1:30
2:00
1:30
2:00
2:00

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

CST $4.00
__ __ 5.50
____ 4 .50
____ 4.50
4.50
____ 4.50
____ 4.50
____ 4.50
____ 4.50
____ 5.75

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

1963 FRESHMAN FOOTBALL SCHEDU LE
4-North Carolina --------------- - --------------------------- Clemson, S. C.
12-Georgia ----------- ------- ---------------------------------- Athens, Ga.
18-Duke ----- - ---------------------------------- ----------- Durham, N. C.
25-South Carolina ----- -------------- --------------- _______ Clemson, S. C.
1-Georgia Tech ------------------ ------------------ ______ Clemson, S. C.

TICKET INFORMATION
Make check or money order payable to Clemson College Athletic Association and mail
to Ticket Office, Box 31, Clemson, S. C. Include 25 cents for each ticket order to cover
mailing cost. Limit of 2 Georgia Tech, and 2. South Carolina tickets per IPT AY membership.

1963-1964 CLEMSON SPORTS SCHEDULE
1963 VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 21 Oklahoma at Norman, Oklahoma
Sept. 28 Georgia Tech at Atlanta, Ga.
Oct. 5 N. C. State at Clemson, S. C.
Oct. 12 Georgia at Clemson, S. C.
Oct. 19 Duke at Durham, . C.
Oct. 26 Virginia at Charlottesville, Va.
Nov. 2 Wake Forest at Clemson, S. C.
Nov. 9 North Carolina at Chapel Hill, N. C.
Nov. 16 Maryland at Clemson, S. C.
Nov. 23 South Carolina at Columbia, S. C.

Oct. 26 Duke at Clemson, S. C.
Nov. 1 Wake Forest at Clemson, S. C.
Nov. 5 State Meet at Greenville, S. C.
Nov. 11 ACC Meet at Raleigh, N. C.
1963-64 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Dec. 3 North Carolina at Clemson, S. C.
Dec. 5 Georgia at Clemson, S. C.
Dec. 7 Citadel at Charleston, S. C.
Dec. 14 Duke at Durham, N. C.
Dec. 16 Maryland at College Park, Md.
D ec. 17 Virginia at Charlottesville, Va .
D ec. 20 V.M.I. at Clemson, S. C.
Dec. 28, 29 & 30 Sun Classic at El Paso,
Tex.
Jan. 4 Wake Forest at Winston Salem, N. C.
Jan. 8 Duke at Clemson, S. C.
Jan. 14 Furman at Greenville, S. C.
Jan 25 South Carolin a at Columbia, S. C.
Feb. 4 Furman at Clemson, S. C.
F eb. 6 Georgia at Athens, Ga.
Feb. -8 N. C. State at Raleigh, N. C.
Feb . 14 N. C. State at Charlotte, N. C.
Feb. 15 North Carolina at Charlotte, N. C.
Feb. 21 Wake Forest at Clemson, S. C.
Feb. 25 South Carolina at Clemson, S. C.
Feb. 28 Maryland at Clemson, S. C.
Feb. 29 Virginia at Clemson, S. C.
Mar. 5, 6 & 7 ACC Tournament in Raleigh,
N. C.

1963 FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE
Oct. 4 Wake Forest at ,i\finston Salem,
N. C. 3 p.m.
Oct. 12 Georgia at Athens, Ga .-night
Oct. 18 Duke at Durham, N. C. 3 p.m.
Oct. 25 South Carolina at Clemson, S. C.
3p.m.
Nov. 1 Georgia Tech at Clemson, S. C.
2p.m.
1963 CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE
Oct. 5 North Carolina at Clemson, S. C.
Oct. 8 Georgia Tech at Clemson, S. C.
Oct. 14 Furman & Citadel at Greenville,
S. C.
Oct. 19 South Carolina & N. C. State at
Raleigh, N. C.
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1963-64 SWIMM! 1G SCHEDULE
(Incomplete)
Dec. 7 Virginia at Clemson, S. C.
Dec. 13 1orth Carolina at Clemson, S. C.
Jan. 7 South Carolina at Columbia, S. C.
Jan. 11
. C. State at Clemson, S. C.
Jan. 31 Duke at Durham, N. C.
Feb. 1 Wake Forest at Winston Salem, .C.
Feb . 8 Maryland at Clemson, S. C.
Feb. 27, 28 & 29 ACC at Chapel Hill, N. C.

Apr. 6 Wake Forest at Winston Salem, N.C.
Apr. 7 N. C. State at Raleigh, . C.
Apr. 16 Virginia at Charlottesville, Va.
Apr. 17 Maryland at College Park, Md.
Apr. 24 & 25 State Meet
.May 5 S. C. at Columbia, S. C.
May 8 & 9 ACC at Columbia, S. C.
1963-64 TE NIS SCHEDULE
( Incomplete)
.Mar. 28 .Maryland at Clemson, S. C.
Apr. 3 N. C. State at Clemson, S. C.
Apr. 11 S. C. at Columbia, S. C.
Apr. 17 Va. at Clemson, S. C.
Apr. 18 Wake Forest at Clemson, S. C.
Apr. 24 & 25 State Meet at Clinton, S. C.
May 1 Duke at Durham, N. C.
May 2 . C. at Chapel Hill, N. C.
May 8 & 9 ACC at Ch:ulottesville or Durham

1963-64 BASEBALL SCHEDULE
( Incomeplete)
Mar. 27 Virginia at Clemson, S. C.
Mar. 28 Virginia at Clemson, S. C.
Mar. 30 Maryland at Clemson, S. C.
Mar. 31 Maryland at Clemson, S. C.
Apr. 17 . C. State at Raleigh, . C.
Apr. 18 North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
. C.

Apr. 24 Duke at Durham, N. C.
Apr. 25 ·wake Forest at Winston Salem,

1963-64 TRACK SCHEDULE
.Mar. 16 Citadel at Charleston, S. C .
.Mar. 21 North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
N.C .
.Mar. 27 & 28 Fla . Relays at Gainesville
Apr. 3 & 4 Carolina Relays at Columbia,

.c.
Apr. 28 S. C. at Columbia, S. C.
May 1 ·wake Forest at Clemson, S. C.
May 2 Duke at Clemson, S. C.
May 2 Duke at Clemson, S. C.
May 8 N. C. State at Clemson, S. C.
.May 9 N. C. at Clemson, S. C.
May 12 S. C. at Clemson, S. C.

s.

C.

Apr. 11 ews Piedmont Relays at Greenville
Apr. 18 Wake Forest and Duke at Clemson
Apr. 2.5 S. C. at Clemson, S. C.
.May 1 & 2 State Meet at Columbia, S. C.
.May 8 & 9 ACC .Meet-College Park, Md.

1963-64 GOLF SCHEDULE
(Incomplete)
Mar. 19 N. C. at Clemson, S. C.
Apr. 4 Duke at Clemson, S. C.

WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
NAPA Jobber - Shop Service
Welding and Paint Supplies

SENECA - \\I ALHALLA - WEST.MI STER - CLE1vf O t
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FOOTBALL
When the Tigers open their schedule at Norman this September against the Oklahoma
Sooners, it will begin Coach Frank Howard's 24th season as head coach at Clemson. He,
along with Coach Jess Neely at Rice University (and a former head coach at Clemson) have
been at their respective institutions longer than any other head coaches in the nation.
Back in February Howard began his 33rd year on the Clemson staff since he served
as line coach under Neely for nine years. In his 23 previous seasons Howard's Tigers
have won 132, lost 83 and tied 10.
Since the Atlantic Coast Conference was formed in 1953, Clemson has a 36-16-1
league record and an overall record the past 10 seasons of 67 wins and 36 losses and
three ties.
Twenty-three lettermen are scheduled to return this fall to play probably tl1e
toughest ever made for the Tigers. Because after the Oklahoma opener comes Georgia
Tech and just prior to tl1e Georgia game, . C. State is sandwiched in. Then comes six in
a row with ACC foes-Duke, Virginfa, Wake Forest, North Carolina, Maryland and South
Carolina. The four home games tl1is season are with N. C. State, Georgia, Wake Forest
and Maryland.
Eight of the first 22 players-including tl1ree of the first four tackles--must be
replaced this fall. But Howard had one of his best spring practices this past March and
April and ll lettem1en are expected on the starting team this fall.
Possible starters are Lou Fogle and Bob Poole at the ends, Jack Aaron and Johnny
Boyette manning tl1e tackles, Billy Weaver and Tracy Childers in the guard slots and Ted
Bunton at center. In ilie backfield are Jin1 Parker at quarterback, Hal D avis and George
Sutton at halfbacks and Pat Crain at fullback. Fogle, Poole, Aaron, Weaver, Childers
and Parker are seniors, with the rest juniors. Childers has been elected captain of tl1e
team with Parker as alternate captain .

TRACY CHILDERS

Co-Captain

JIM PARKER
Co-Captain

ANDERSON INSURANCE AGENCY
COLLEGE AVENUE
Your Independent Insurance Agent in

CLEMSO
F. C. ANDERSON, JR. , Manager
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BASKETBALL
Clemson enjoyed its finest season in 11 years this past season. The Tigers ended
their regular season with a 12-12 mark and held down fourth position in fina l Atlantic
Coast Conference standings . This the highest finish since the ACC was formed and the
first time for a .500 season since the 51-52 team had a 17-7.
But just as the season started, so did it end. The Tigers began the year with a
one point (56-55) loss to N. C. State at Clemson. By virture of finishing fourth and State
grabbing fifth, these two teams met for the third time in the opening round of
the ACC Tournament. Clemson saw a 12-point lead diminish and the 'Pack won again by
one point, 79-78.
The season was filled with highlights as well as disappointments for Bobby Roberts,
who took over as head coach after Press Maravich accepted an assistantship at State.
The Tigers won two games by two points and another pair by one. They also lost four
by· the same margins. But at one stretch, the Tigers won seven in a row--the longest
winning streak in 11 years.
Roberts can look for another good crop of lettermen to work with this fall. Only
starter missing will be captain Choppy Patterson . Returning are leading scorer, Jim
Brennan, top rebounder and second high scorer Donnie Mahaffey, Gary Burnisky, Nick
Milasnovich, Mike Bohonak, Woody Morgan and Manning Privette.
Also moving in after being held out a year are letterman Richard Hall and sophomores Rudy Antoncic, Sam Cohn, Donnie Seitz and Mac Holmes.
Moving up from the freshman team are Garry Helms, Ken Gardner, Tom Corcoran,
Mike Grissett and Buddy Benedict.
The Tigers are expected to participate in two tournaments during the season in addition to the ACC finale. All seven ACC teams will be met twice and top teams in the
Southern and Southeastern Conferences are also scheduled.

CHOPPY PATTERSO N
Captain

For Your Convenience
Shop At

ME:NS

SHOP

CLEMSO

ECA
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TENNIS
Clemson's tennis team compiled another outstanding record during the 1963 season with a 13-2 won-loss mark, dropping an 8-1 decision to North Carolina and a 5-4
heartbreaker to Presbyterian. Duane Bruley served as coach his first year.
Victims who fell to the Tigers included South Carolina, Amherst, The Citadel,
Duke, Harvard (twice), Wake Forest, N. C. State, Alabama, Georgia, Furman, Virginia
and Maryland.
The Tigers also defended their title at the South Carolina State Championships
at Clinton and were numers-up to North Carolina at the conference meet.
Playing as No. 1 man last year was Captain Doug Stewart. Malloy Evans was in the
No. 2 spot and Eddie Crow was No. 3. Backing Crow at No. 4 was James Ledbetter and at
No. 5 was Dick Pregnall and Freddie Craft was No. 6. Steve Scheer filled in as the
seventh man.
All of these players return next year with Stewart, Evans, Pregnall and Craft as
seniors, Crow, Ledbetter and Scheer as juniors. Coming up from the freshman ranks are
Tom Long and Harry Frampton.
In the past 1:\vo seasons the tenni s team has won 28 while losin g just three.
!

DOUG STEW ART

Captain

Billiards and Bowling Since 1845

BRUNSWICK CORPORATION
ROBERT 0. BRADLEY, Atlanta Branch Manager

ATLANTA 13, GA.
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ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

ATHLETIC STAFF

FRANK HOWARD

Coach Frank Howard, Athletic Director
and Head Football Coach, has been at
Clemson since 1931. Howard served as line
coach under Coach Jess Neely nine years
and became Head Coach and Athletic Director in 1940 and has served continuously in
that capacity since that time. His teams
have won 132, lost 83 and tied 10 and have
participated in six major post-season games.

Coach Duane Bruley, Tennis
Coach Fred Cone, Chief Recrniter,
Football
Coach P. Wee Greenfield, Track and
Cross Country
Freel Hoover, Head Trainer
Coach Robert M. Jones, Encl Coach,
Football
Coach Whitey Jordan, Line Coach,
Freshman Football; Golf Coach
Coach George Krajack, Freshman
Coach, Basketball
Coach Banks ~IcFaclclen, Defensive
Backfield Coach, Football
Coach Carl McHugh, Swimming
Coach Covington McMillan, Head
Coach, Freshman Football
Coach Bobby Roberts, Head Coach,
Basketball
Coach Robert W. Smith, Defensive
Coach, Football
Coach Don Wade, Offensive Line,
Football
Coach Charlie Waller, Offensive Coach,
Football
Coach Bill Wilhelm, Head Coach, Baseball and Intramural Director

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
General Hardware, Farming Implements, Plumbing Supplies, Mill Supplies, Builders Supplies, Hardware, Athletic
Supplies, Stoves and Ranges, Household Supplies, Paint,
Electrical Equipment, Lighting Fixtures
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE AND ASSURE YOU OF OUR
APPRECIATION OF THE SMALLEST PURCHASE

ANDERSON

BEL TON

GREER

GREE VILLE
SPARTANBURG
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BASEBALL
The Clemson baseball team had its sixth straight winning season under Coach Bill
Wilhelm in compiling a 15-11 overall record and a 9-5 in the Atlantic Coast Conference,
which was good enough for a second place tie with orth Carolina .
Wilhehn reached a milestone
South Carolina, 5-1. This marked
His six teams have now 101, lost
the second time during the year,
triumph over Furman, 11-6.

in the next to last game when the Tigers defeated
the 100th victo1y for Wilhelm as a Clemson coach.
56, with one tie. After defeating the Gamecocks for
the Tigers closed out the season with their second

Eight senion, concluded their careers with the Tigers this year. They were center fielder Johnny Jones, third baseman Dave E llisor, second baseman Pete Ayoub,
pitcher Tommy Lyon, shortstop Elmo Lam, left fielder Nicky Lomax, catcher Gene
Harbeson and pitcher Damon Vincent.
Jones led the team in hits (33), home runs (6), total bases (57), runs batted ir1
(22), base on balls received (19), slugging (.570) and was tied with Lomax for the most
runs scored (22). Ayoub was the top double man with eight while Ellisor had the most
triples with four. Lam went to bat the most times (103) and Lam and Jones-the two
co-captains-were the only ones on the squad to play in all 26 games.
Sophomore Greg Casey turned out to be the top pitcher with a 4-1 record while
Vincent pitched the most innings (44 1-3), one third more than Casey. Vir1eent also
led the team in strikeouts with 48 and Casey dished out the fewest walks (10).
The Tigers as a team completed 29 double plays in 26 games, one short of the
school record held by the 1950 team.
At the conclusion of the season Ellisor was voted as the most valuable player on
the squad and will receive the J. H. Mitchell Award next spring.

JOHNNY JONES
Co-Coptoin

ELMO LAM
Co-Captain

DOBSON'S HARDWARE
BALSA WOOD - HOBBY CRAFT
All Types Glues & Cements
Many items filling students' needs
P. 0. BOX 305, 120 COLLEGE AVE.
TELEPHONE 654-2950 - CLEMSON, S. C.
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TRACK AND CROSS COUNTRY
Coach P. vVee Greenfield got his third season as Clemson track and cross country
coach into high gear and while the cinder team was 4-5 in dual meet competition, hardly a meet went by that at least one school record wasn't broken.
Jimmy Wynn and Wes King both tied a school record and set a state mark by running
the 100 yard dash in 9.6 seconds . Wynn also set a state record in the 220 but later
lowered his time to 20 seconds flat to break a school mark that had stood since 1934.
Cater Leland kept getting a little farther out on each broad jump and finally got
to 24 feet 5 inches in the ACC meet for a new record. He had previously jumped 23-10
1-2 for a new state record. His 44-8 1-4 distance in the triple jump set a state mark
but his school record is 45-5.
Nelson McLoughlin erased the school shot put mark while Dick Dobbs broke the discus mark four times. His best heave was 161 feet, 11 inches.
The 440 relay team also had a good year, breaking school, state and conference
marks with record-shattering performances. \iVynn, Leland, McLoughlin, Dobbs and three
members of the relay team all return for the 1964 season.

JACK KELLY
Co-Captain

WES KING
Co-Captain

GOLF
Coach Whitey Jordon took over as golf coach, replacing Bobby Roberts, who was elevated as head basketball coach.
In his first season the Jordan linksters came tJ1rough with a 5-5 mark with triumphs
over The Citadel, Fruman, N. C. State, The Citadel and Wofford while losing to
North Carolina, Duke, Ma1yland, Wake Forest and South Carolina.
Only captain Larry Myers will be missing next season. Returning as seniors are
Hobert Baker, Hay Chapman, Mike Dawes and Bo Johnson and rising juniors include Jim
Self, Jr., and Pat Harman.
Clemson plays its home matches at the Boscobel Country Club course.

LARRY MYERS
Captain
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SWIMMING
From an all-losing season in 1961-62, the Clemson swimmers won two of seven meets
in the Atlantic Coast Conference and owned an overall record of 2-10.
Swimming coach Carol McHugh will begin his 15th season this fa ll and is expected
to have several lettermen back as well as a few freshmen moving up.
Hany Forehand of Greenville, who served as captain one year and co-captain the
next year, was named the most valuable swimmer last year and received the P. S. McCollum Trophy at the annual IPTAY Jamboree.

INTRAMURALS
Bill Wilhelm has built up a tremendous interest in the intramural sports program
since coming to Clemson in 1958. There is some type of intramural sport in progress
the en tire year.
Some 16 sports are offered and over 1,000 students have participated in one or more
of these.
The intrammal program part of the total education program at Clemson, was mainly
established for those students unable for some reason or another to participate in a
varsity sport. However, freshmen and varsity athletes can take part in any intramural
sport, provided it is one they have not lettered in.
The program under Wilhelm, who also serves as varsity baseball coach, is open not
to students alone, but also to facu lty members. Equipment and playing areas are furnished by the athletic department and champions or championships are determined in
each sport.
Softball, volley ball, basketball and touch football have proved to be the most popular.
While the program started on a limited basis six years ago, other sports have been added
to include swimming, pocket billiards, table tennis, foul shooting, horseshoes, golf, track,
cross country, hand ball and tennis.

KING'S LAUNDRY, INC .

•
Dial 882-2631 - Seneca, S. C.
Dial 654-5135 - Clemson, S. C.
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COMPLIME TS OF

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
Serving Clemson Students and

Clemson Friends for 54 Years

CHICOPEE MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
Division of Johnson & Johnson
WALHALLA, S. C.
Manufacturers of the

Famous Chix Baby Products
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STUDENT REGULATIONS
The following regulations for students are published for the information and guidance
of all concerned. Clemson College believes that students are the product of their own
eJqieriences and that they should assume certain responsibilities for the conduct of themselves and their fellow students. Maintenance of good order and discipline will be exercised
by the Dean of Student Affairs, his staff, and representatives from the student body.
All college officials, the faculty, and the students themselves, are authorized to exercise
such control as· is necessary to cany out the spirit of these regulations. All infractions of
good order and discipline among students will be brought to the immediate attention of
th e Dean of Sh1clent Affairs.
Se ctio n I
CONDUCT, SERVICES, DISC IPLINE
11:15 a.m. Saturdays. No regu lar clinic hours are
observed on Sundays an d Ho lidays .

l. Announcements - R equests for announcements over the public address syst e m at Dining
H a ll m ea ls wi ll b e submitted through the office
of the R es idence Hall Manage r.

b. Eme rgency-Sho uld a stud ent b e too ill
to b e moved or go to the Infirmary himself, the
Coll ege physician or nurse in charge on duty w ill
be cont acted a t once a t Ext . 310 or 654-5991.

2. Attire-a. Students wiJI w ear conven tional
and appropriate clothing in the classroom and on
the campus. Clothin g will b e clean and complet e. Instructors may properl y i-efuse to allow
students in disreputable or incompl et e clothin g
to a ttend classes. b . Clothing- Students will wear
prope r dress to m eals. Shorts a nd tmdershirts
as outer gann ents are not allowed or authorized .
Underwear typ e T-shirts may not b e worn as an

c . Students are request ed to use the H ea lth
Service during th eir vacant periods except in
case of en1ergen cy. When it is llnperative to use
th e clinic during class hours students must r eport
directl y t o th eir class in prog ress after b eing
dismissed from H ea lth Se rvice w ith duty status.

7. Identification Cards-Cards will be presented
or surrendered upon request of a m embe r of the
College Administration.

outer garn1en t.

3. Defacing or Damaging Off-Campus Property - Any student who d eliberately participates
in, or who is an accessory to property damage,
unl awfu l painting, or who in any way defaces
real property at another edu cational institution ,
or o ther public buildings and grounds wi ll upon
proper evid en ce b e disciplined .

8. Intoxicants - Students are prohibited from
bring ing, or causing to be broug ht into any college structure or h aving in their possession while
on the campus, any form of intoxicant or nai·cotic and fro111 having on their imm ediate person
while on campus any form of intoxicant or narcotic.

4. Dining Hall-a . Conduct -Studen ts are expected to conduct themselves with r easonabl e
1nanners and deconun while in the dining hall.
Student will recognize th e authority vested in
the dining h a ll officials .

9. Laundry- The Coll ege will not b e lia ble
for lost or damaged laundry or dry cl eaning
unless reported w ithin two clays after the date
upon which the laundry o r dry cleaning w11s to
be d elivered, and then not more than the actua l
depreciated value of such articles as have been
lost or damaged.
10. Occupation of Off-Campus Housing-Any
student or group of sh1clen ts occupying a separate
apartn1ent, house or room other than their own
homes must fill out appropri ate forms with the
R es idence Hall Manage r.

b. M eal Tickets-Meal ti ck e ts entitlin g th e purchaser to eat three meals a cl ay in th e College
dinin g hall are sold. These ticke ts a r e nontransferable. Any studen t who uses the meal ticket
of another stud ent or allows a nother p erson to
use his ticket is subject to disci plinary action.
Loss of a meal tick e t should be re ported to th e
dining hall 1nanager.

5. Fire Regulations- In case of fire a ll stud ents
wi ll immediately vacate th eir rooms. T he general
fire alarm is a sow1 cli.n g of sirens in the res id ence
halls a nd a large siren at the Power Plan t, The
sire11s are tested every Saturday at 1 p.rn. Fire
drills will b e announced. Any person discoverin g
a fire in any College buildin g or in sta llation
will notify the Fire Station and the R es ide n ce
H a ll Office by the most expeditious means, g iving
location o f fire an d name of person reportin g th e
fire. Fire Station numbe r is Ext. 314 or 654-5177.

Parental approval is requfred on al1 reques ts
to move off campus . Application blanks are available in the office of th e Hes icl en ce Hall Manager
for changes in housing status.

The Residence H all Office number is Ext. 208
or 6.54-5520 .

'Whe n such p e rmiss ion is granted , th e College
expects the entire group to accept th e joint responsibility for condi tions and conduct. Students
in this category not on ly accept the same rul es
of con duct applicable to dormitory stud en ts but
must comply with th e laws and customs of the
community. A lega l lease with a landlord cannot
be pleaded as extenu ating circumstances for unsatisfactory con ditions or behavior.

6 . Health Service-a. Infirmary C lini c h ours
are 8- 11 :15 a.m . and 2-4 :1.5 p.m. weekdays; 8-

The College r esen es the ri g ht to forbid any
student from staying in n private apartment or
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house when in the College's op1mon it is not
in th e best inter est of the student or the College.

and restriction to c.:ampus and-or resjdence ha]l
during specified times for a p eriod not to exceed
two weeks.

11. Placards - No student m ay post or display
any p]acard or notice on the can1pus or in any
building without written a uthority. Such requests
will be mad e in writing to th e Office of the D ean
of Student Affairs.

H all superv isors are authorized t o act for and
in the name of the D ean of Student Affaixs in
prescribing penalti es to include loss of privileges
and restri ction to campus and-or residence h all
durin g specifi ed tim es for a period not to exceed
1 week.

12. Poolin g- To preven t mrn ecessary p erson al
injury and uffwarranted property da1nage, the
act of pooling in any form is prohibited. For th e
purposes of these r egulation s, the use of showers,
throwing contain ers of water, or us e of hoses
shall he considered as an act of pooling .

Any student p en ali zed b y loss of privileges
and/ or restri ctions to campus or residence h all
shall have privil ege of appea lin g hi s case to
the Student Appeals co urt.

13. Restricted- The loggia area lotmge is restricted to use by co- eds and non-stud ent visitors.

Th e d egrees of cliscipUn e are as follows:
Reprimand
Resb·i ction to residence hall for specified period .

14. Social Regulations -All organizations or
any group of students d esiring to have social
functions whether to b e held on or off th e campus (including hous e parties) must secure p ermission from the Assistant D ean of Students. Social events must b e register ed in his office at
least a w eek in advance of the date on which
th ey are to take place. The type fun ction, the
time, th e place and the chaperones must be given
at this time . 1n general, affairs of a social nature
are r estricted to Friday and Saturday nights. Th e
closing hour for social fun ctions will be determin ed by the Assistant D ean of Students.
Organizations are responsible for good order
a nd conduct at their fun ctions . Drinking of alcoholic beverages at any fun ction h eld or sponsor ed by a studen t organization is prohibited on
the campus.

Probation (with optional requirements th at
stud en t enroll ed on probationary basis r eport p eriodica ll y to th e D ean of Student
Affairs).
Suspension
Dismissal
Reprimand is given by th e proper official of
th e College, a ccordin g to circumstan ces of the
particular case.
Probation will be assessed for a specifi c period
of time. The College Official placin g a stud ent on probation will clearly d efine the limitation s of th e probationary period. Probation may
includ e restriction and-or loss of pri vileges . Stud en ts involved in similar or a dditiona l disciplin ary
inciden ts while on probation will appear befor e
the High Court. Should circumstances warrant,
the student may be suspen d ed for one or more
scn1esters or be permanently dismissed.

15. D iscipline-Students, upon voluntary registration at Clemson College, agree to conform to
all College reg,ulations, federal and state laws,
and Town of Clemson ordinances. Enrollment as
a student in no way exempts any p erson from
penalty in case of violation of local, state or
national laws. Students who are p enalized for
viola tion of public laws are not exempted from
further penalty by College authorities.

Suspension excludes th e student from the College for a definite tim e, durin g w hi ch time h e
will not b e allowed to take any course a t this
institution e ith er in residen ce or by correspond ence.
The exact da te terminatin g th e period of suspension must b e sta ted in the suspen sion d ecr ee.
A student r eadmitted to the College following
suspension will b e on probation for one sem ester.
Dismissal p erman ently exclud es th e student
from College.

The Student High Court, which shall be composed of one Ex-Officio member-the vi ce presid en t of the senior class, and eight el ected memb ers of the senior class will be charged with
the responsibility of h earing cases involving students as submitted to it by the D ean of Student Affairs. The D ean of Stud en t Affairs shall
have the privilege of m eetin g with the High
Court. Actions of this cottrt will b e in the form
of r ecomm endations to the President. Th e D ean
of Student Affairs is authorized to act for th e
Presiden t in all matters of disciplin e except those
involving suspension and dismissal where presidential approval is r equired.

16. Withdrawal of Students - The College r eserves the rig ht to require, at any tim e, th e
withdrawal of a student whose actions bring disgrace to the student body or the College. Stud ents withdrawing from College shall initiate
withdrawal papers in th e Office of Studen t Affairs.

Section II

ACADEMIC PROCEDURES AND
RULES

The Assistant D ean of Students and the Residence Counselors are authorized to prescribe
appropriate disciplinary action in the name of
the D ean of Student Affairs as r equired . Th ese
officials may submit individual cases to th e High
Court for h earing .
The Resid ence Hall Manager
act for and in the nam e of the
Affairs in p rescribing p enalties
Student Regulations to include

1. Regular a nd punctual atten dance at all
class and laboratory session s is the responsibility
of each student. College work proceeds at such
a pace that regular a tten dan ce is r equired in
order for each student to obtain n1aximum benefit from instruction. For this r eason tl1ese class
atten dan ce regulations are not intended to imply in any way that absences as hereinafter

is authorized to
D ean of Student
for violations of
loss of privileges
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provided for are a privilege . In the event that a
stude nt finds it necessary to absent himself from
a class, it is his responsibility to make up r esulting d efi ciencies through extra study and through
contact outside of class by arrangement with
the instructor concen1ed.
2. Absences from classes will b e excused for
the reason list ed be low wh en certified by th e
proper authority.

Reason

Required Action for
Approval of Absence

Sickness requiring emergency treatment or confinement

Absen ce certified by the
tending physician ,:,r th e
Director of Stud ent H ea
Service

Officia l representation in
intercoll egiate a thl etic
events

Absence certified by the
Athletic Director

Educational trips

Absence certified by the
D ean of the School concerned, or by the D ean ,
Student Affairs

Participation in other
activities con side red to b e
officia l and authorized by
the Educational Council

Absence certified b y the
D ean of the School concerned or the D ean o f
Student Affairs

ROTC Physical
Examinations

Absence certified by th e
D ean of Studen t Affairs

Personal emergencies of a
serious nature such as
death or serious illn ess
in the family

Absence certified by the
D ean, of Student Affairs

For example, in freshman chemistry, students 1neet
two lectures, one recitation , and one laboratory
per week. E ach student would then b e allowed
two (2 ) absences in the lecture, one (1) absen ce in recita tion, and one (1 ) laboratory absen ce per semester, but not four (4 ) absen ces distributed a t r an dom throughout various phases
of the course.
(b) When a student attains Junior sta tus, he
is assumed to have r eached a d egree of maturity such that close regulation of his absences
is no longer necessary. Furthermore, class sizes
are small enough and major interests d efin ed
to the extent that a closer personal rela tionship b etween student and in structor should exist.
Thus, for courses numbered 300 and above no
specific limits of abse nces a re set . All matters
r elative to attendance ar e matters for arrangem ent b etween the studen t and the instru ct or involved. P ermjssion to m a k e up work missed durin g
a n y a bsence not covered in paragraph 2 will
b e left to the cliscre tion o f the instru ctor. It is
expected that each instructor will make a clear
statemen t at the b eginning of the semester to
each of his classes r egarcling his policy in handling
absences.
4.

Excessive a bsen ces :

(a) Courses numbered less than 300. When
the total number of absences from a course for
reasons not covered in paragraph 2 exceeds the
limit sp ecifi ed in paragraph 3 (a), the absences
are excessive. In such cases the instructor shall
notify the D ean of Studen t Affairs through th e
head of the d epartm ent on the card provided for
that purpose. H e m ay r ecommend tha t th e stud ent b e dropped from the course.
(b ) Courses numbered 300 and above. If a
student
accwnulates
absences,
regardless
of
cause, which jeopaclize his stancljn g in the course
to such an extent that continued enro llment in
the class appears to b e of little value to him or
detrimental to the best interest o f the class as a
whole, the instructor may r ecommend to the
D ean of Student Affairs tha t th e student be
dropped from the course with a failing gr'i.cle.

It will b e the duty of the persons authorizing
absences listed above to furnish the student proof
of such authorization so the student can present
same to the instructor preferably prior to the
absences but in no case later than one week
after the absence unless an ext ension of tim e
is a pproved by the D ean of Stude nt Affairs a11cl
the instructor co11cernecl. A student will be permitted t o make up a t the conveni ence of the
instructor involved, any work missed durin g any
of the absen ces listed above.

(c) The studen t will b e warn ed in writing by
the instructor when his attendance record r each e
the point that one additional absence will r esult
in action to drop under the provisions of paragraph 4 (a) or (b). This warning notice will b e
given personally to the studen t or, if this is n ot
feasible, should be delivered through the D ean
of Student Affairs. Copies of the warning notice
will b e forward ed b y the D ean of Student Affairs
to the student 's parents an d th e head of the
deparhnent in which he is pursuing his major
course.

3. It is recognized tha t students sometim es
have personal en1ergencies, business, or problems
that necessitate absences which are not covered
by the rules in paragraph 2. A limited number
of such absences m ay be permitted, provided they
do not coincide wi th a previously announced
quiz. The following principles shall apply in these
cases :

(cl) R ecommendations
that
a
stud en t
be
dropped from the course under th e provisions of
paragraphs 4 (a) an d 4 (b) shall be reviewed
by the D ean of Student Affairs. A tuclent may
appeal such recommendations provided that a
written a ppeal is presented t o the D ean o f Studen t
Affairs within five (5) clays from the elate of th e
excess ive absence. The stude nt should con tinue
to attend the class until fin al action h as been
taken on the recommendation.

(a) For every course numbered less than 3 00
absences of a personal nature sha ll not exceed
one ( 1) absence per semester for each ti me a
parti cu lar phase of th e course meet per week.
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,5. \Vhen any student reduees his credit load
below twelve (12) hours, but is still carrying nine
(9) or more hours, he may be suspended for at
least the remainder of the semester under recommendation of the Dean of Student A ff airs
and approval of the President. \Vhen a student
reduces his credit load below nine (9) hours, he
shall be suspended for at least the remainder of
the semester.

c.
When, in thl' opinion ol an lnstructor, a
student has committed an net h1volving academic
dishonesty, the Instructor will so infonn the student in private.

If further action is cl«cmecl necessary, the Instructor will notify his department head who will
hold appropriate conferences and determine guilt
or innocence. Should the department head determine the student is guilty as charged, he shall
notify the Dean of Student Affairs, in writing,
through the Dean of the School. The Dean of
Student Affairs will implement prescribed penalties and notify the Registrar of action taken.

6. Students desiring to withdraw from a class
shall secure a drop card from the Registrar's
Office prior to terminating attendance,
7 . Only semester grades shall be recorded
during the last three weeks of classes. Shou ld
a student fail to satisfy class attendance requirements for a course during this period, he shou lcl
receive an "F".
8.

cl. The Registrar will notify the student and
his parents or guarcUans, the instructor concerned,
the department head, the appropriate school
cleans, the Dean of Student Affairs, and the Dean
of the College of any action taken involving
academic dishonesty.

Rules and Regulations on Cheating and
General Classroom Dishonesty

The Student may appeal to the Dean of the
School in which the incident occurred, provided
such appeal is made within seven working clays
following the elate of the Registrar's notification.
The clean shall refer the appeal with an appropriate recommendation to the President (via
the Dean of the College).

The faculty of Clemson College takes an understandable pride in tbe fact that the preponderance of Clemson Students are men and women
of highest integrity, both inside and outside the
classroom. For these students the policy statement printed herein is pmely academic. The policy
statement is directed, obviously, to those few
students whose action may reflect discredit on
the college and its purposes.

c. A candjdate for graduation, being charged
with academic dishonesty when time will not allow
the case to he decided through normal channels, may appeal directly to the Dean of the
College, who shall make recommendations to the
President.

The faculty of Clemson College reminds those
students that basic honesty, integrity, respect for
property and respect for authority are responsibiUties which must be recognized and accepted.
Such activities as cheating, lying, stealing, the
wi!Uul destruction and misuse of property, and
any instances of academic dishonesty will not be
condoned.

Section Ill

MOTOR VEH ICLE RU LES
In the interest of safe and courteous motor
vehicular operation and in an effort to create
the best possible situation for those students
who are authorized to bdng a motor vehicle
on the campus, Clemson
ollcge enforces the
fo1lowing regulations . A student hringiJ,g a motor
vehicle on the campus should realize this is a
privilege and carries with it a responsibility.
Therefore the student is required to famiUarize
himself with these regulations, as he shall he
held accountable for any infraction thereof. Motor
vehicle registration and traffic regulations are
administered by a Traffic Office in the Office
of Student Affairs. The telephone is 6.54-2421,
Extension 241.

Basic integrity appUes no less to classroom
activity and course assignments than to other
areas of life and work; and the rules and regu0lations of the Clemson faculty regarding academic dishonesty are printed below.
a. A student guilty of a first offense of cheating, whether ,vithin the classroom or involving
outside assignments, will receive a grade of "F"
in the course involved; will be pemianently debarred from membership in any honorary society;
and will he permanently ineligible for any college honors list.
The student will be placed on strict probation
for twelve (12) months during whkh he may
not represent the college in any publicity activity, may not serve on the staff of any college
approved publication, and may not hold a student government office.

No student attending Clemson College regardless of residence status shall keep in his possession
or operate on the Clemson College campus any
motor vehicle unless he shall be qualified to do
so under th e rules of the Co ll ege. For violation
of these regulations or for falsification of records
in securing or attempting to secure n permit, the
violator shall be reported to the Dean of Student Affall's for appropriate disciplinary action.

Should circumstances warrant, the student may
receive either suspension for one or more academic semesters or permanent dismissal. Rec.:ommendation for suspension or dismissal shall be
made to the President (via the Dean of the College) by the student's instructor, department head,
and school dean.

For the purpose of these regulations the geographical area of the Clemson College campus
is defined as a five mile radius of Tillman Hall.

A copy of the final report will become a part
of the Registrar's files.

TRAFFIC RULES

b. A student guilty of a second offense of
cheating will be promptly and permanently di missed from Clemson College.

Registration and Can1pus Permits
l. All student motor vehicles must be registered
with the College.
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2. Students who bring motor vehicles to tbe
campus for any reason or for any period of
time MUST rngister vehicles with the Traffic Office in the Office of Student Affairs. Free temporary permits are available for periods of even
the shortest duratfon. Upper classmen (academic
sophomores and above) should r egister or pickup
t emporary p e rmits at their earliest free class period .

2. All freshmen qualified to bring automobiles to the campus on special occasions as
designated by the College administr·ation MUST
obtain special permits from the Traffic Office
prior to bringing automobiles to the campus.
The receipt of the special permit makes the freshman responsible for becoming famj]jar with all
applicable portions of these regulations.

3. A first offense fine of $25 will be imposed
on freshmen having vehicles on campus without
permission. In addition a letter will be forwarded
to student's parents. Should the vehicle be apprehended on campus, it may be impounded in the
college motor pool until it can b e returned to the
student's family. Suspension will be the penalty
for a second offense.

3. Faihll'e to display a permit or improper
display will constitute a violation. To be properly
displayed, the permit must be permanently affixed
(not taped) to the left rear bumper of the
vehicle and be clearly visible from the rear.

4. Permits may be secured at the Traffic
Office in the Office of Student Affairs during
office hours. (a) The charge for the permit is
$2.00 and will expire August 31 annually. (b)
To secure a campus permit of any kind, a student
must show the certificate of title registration
(tag receipt) on the car for which he seeks th e
pem1it. (c) If the tag receipt is in the name of
someone other than the student or his pru·ent
with the same surname, the sh1dent must present
a notarized statement from the owner of the
vehicle, explainfog the relationship between the
owner and the student and granting the stud ent pem1ission to use the automobile. (cl) No
automobile shall be r egistered in the name of an
upperclassman for the purpose of benefitting a
freshman.
5. Students who trade motor vehicles, graduate,
or leave the College are requested to remove the
registration sticker. In the case of tr·ading motor
vehicles the registration sticker will b e replaced
free of charge.

General Rules

1. The r egistrant of a vehicle is held responsible for the safe operation and proper parking of
his vehicle regardless of who may b e the operator.
2 . Students arn prohibited from c!Tiving to
and from classes on the Clemson College campus.
3. Any accident ,vhich occurs on campus and
results in damage to property or person must
be immediately reported to the Police Station
and the Traffic Office.
4. The College assumes no responsibility for
any damage to a 111otor vehicle or any loss while
the car is driven or parked on cmnpus.
5. Motor vehicles operating on campus must
be equipped with mufflers as required by state
]aws.
6. Parking by white curbs other than limited
time zones, by yellow curbs, on grass, or in other
unauthorized areas is prohibited.

6. These r egulations are equally applicable
to motorcycles, motor scooters and other type
motor vehicles.
7. Students whose wives am employed by
the College must register their motor vehicles
just as any other student. The student wife employee registers the vehicl e with the Traffic Office and receives an appropriate zone sticker at
no charge which authorizes parking in alpha•
b etically d esignated employee zones.
8. Students who change th eir academic status
at the encl of the first session become eligible
to operate au auton1obile on campus or reach
senior status may apply for appropriate permit
at the Traffic Office.
9. Graduate assistants may obtain employee
parking permits from the Physical Plant providing they have written approval fron1 the Dean
of the Graduate School.
Rules for Freshmen

1. .A,1y stude nt classified as an academic
fr eshman at Clemson College shall not be per1nitted to possess or operate an automobile on
the Clemson College campus except on special
occasions as designated from time to time by tb e
College Administration.
Any exceptions such as commuting students
living at hom e and students physically handicapped will be authorized only by the Traffic
Counselor.

7. Students shall not park in visitors' parking
spaces, regardless of whether th eir vehicles are
registered with the College.
8. Student parking in general employee parking areas shall be allowed between the hours
of 5:00 p .m. and 7:00 a.m. Monday through ,Saturday and 12 noon on Saturday through 7:00
a.m. on Monday. General employee parking is
defined as those employee areas or spaces not
specifically designated by signs or the College
parking map as heing reserved for certain groups
or individual employees .
9. Student automobiles shall not be driven
into or parked in restricted areas, such as the
dormitory quadrangles , except at such tin1es as
signs or the College Police shall designate, or
when the student r eceives p ermfasion from the
Traffic Office.

10. Any grievances concerning the conduct
of traffic enforcement personnel should be register ed with the Traffic Office.
11. As with all other incl ebtness to th e Coll ege, no student will be allowed to re-enroll
in college or receive a diploma tmtil all fines
have been paid. Experi ence has shown that it
is in the best int erests of the student to settle
all fines as soon as possible after incidents.
Loss of Privilege to Operate a Motor Vehicle
The privilege of operating a motor vehicle at
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Cle mson Colleg e may b e re voked for r eason a t
an y time . Among specifi c reasons a student may
Jose the privileg e of operating a car on the
Clemson College campus are :

1. Failure to coope rate in observance of regulations .
2. Ignoring a parking violation ticke t.
3 . Accumul a tion of fiv e (5 ) or m or e campu s
parking violation tickets in on e se1nester.
4. Speeding, r eckless driving, or failure to
demonstrate a safe and courteous attitude toward
other can1pus, dty, and state tra ffic regul ation s.
5.

Operating under the influen ce of alcoh ol.

6 . Failure to r eport to Traffic Offi ce an y
campus accident in whi ch the student is involved.
7 . Changin g the information on a temporary
permit or operating a car on an expired temporary
p ern1it .

Schedule of Penalties, Fines and Payment
$ 5.00 for failure to display or for improp er display
of a College p ermit.
$ 5.00 for parkin g in d esig nated $ 5 .00 restri cted
zon es.
$2.00 ove r-parking in tim ed area .
$2.00 for double parkin g , parkin g in dri veway,
or obstructing traffic.
$2.00 p a rkin g by y ellow ourb.
$2.00 for obstructing a crossw alk, access w a lk,
or loa ding zon e .
$2.00 for occupying a n o ther's r eserved space.
$2.00 for parking in a n unauthorized a rea.
All fin es ar e a utoma tically doubled unless sa tisfa ctory arra ngem ents a re mad e with the Traffi c
Offi ce within three days (Sundays and h olid ays
e xcluded ) from the d a te of the tick et.
Fin es must b e paid at Traffic Office .
Appeals may b e mad e within the sta t ed time
li1nit.
Moving traffic violation on the College campus
will b e adjudicated by the C lem son College R ecorder in Room 255, P&AS Buildjn g .

Section IV

RESIDENCE HALLS
1. Agents- No articl es m ay be sold , no r a11 y
notices posted in residence halls, nor an y subscriptions for any purposes solicited without th e
written approval of the D ean of Student Affairs .
2. Arrangement and Inspection- -a . Students
will k eep their room s cl ean and n eatly a rranged.
Rooms will b e inspect ed w eekly . Rooms m a y b e
inspected a t any tim e by college authoriti es . Baggage will b e inspect ed by authorities in th e
presence of the student. Four ratings of ~iPoor 11
during on e semester may result in removal from
dormitories . b. Empty bottles and cans will n o t
be excessively accumulated in rooms . c . Pictures,
pinups, pho tographs, or other displays will not
b e affixed to w alls b y tacks, or nails, of any
kind. Pictures or p enn ants m ay be suspended
from the w a ll m oulding . Only a n a m e card
placed in th e card holder ma y b e attach ed to
the door. Othe r attachme11ts must b e a pprov e<l
by prope r authorities .
3.

Authority to Ch ange -

In orde r that accu-
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rate records of o ccupancy may be maintain ed for
visitors and emergency 1n essages, stud ents will
n ot move from the rooms to which th ey have
b een assig n ed without a uthorit y from R esiden ce
H a ll M anager . N o chan ges will be a uthorized
until a fter the las t d a tes list ed for m a tri culatio11.
Th ese d a t es a re 19 Septe mber fo r the fall semester and 7 F ebruary for the spring semester.
Fro m 20 September t}lroug h 5 O ctober a nd from
8 F e bruary through 2 F ebrua ry, stude nts who
make proper a pplication , will be allowed on e
ch a n ge of rooms witho ut ch a rge . E ach additional
chan ge and ch a n ges made other than durin g
th e p eriods list ed above will b e assessed $2.00
movin g fee . Sh1d ents who chan ge rooms without
authorization will be required to return to their
ass ign ed r ooms and b e d e ni ed p erm1ss10n t o
chan ge rooms during the r e m a inder of the sem est er . The Co ll ege shall m ak e such assignm ents
or ch a n ge in assignm e11ts d eem ed in th e b est
inter ests o f all con cern ed.
4 . Bulleti11 Boards-Sh1de nts a re responsibl e
fo r k eepi11g them selves p osted on informa tion
publish ed on bulletin b oards in their r esp ecti ve
residen ce h alls. Stud en ts wh o re m ove or d estroy
m a terial on boa rds will b e disciplin ed.
5. Care of Property - Stud ents will not d a mage, destroy, sell, alter, or oth erwise interfere
with or dispose o f an y equipm ent, h eating or
wat er systems or oth er Co ll ege prop erty. The
transfer of any equipn1ent fro m on e room. to
an oth er is n ot a uthorized. Students will n o t in
an y w ay d efa ce an y College building or property. Students assig ned room s in reside nce halls
are respon sible for bed , mattress, table, chair,
and w as te bask e t. M a ttresses w ill n ot be removed fro 1n rooms.
6. C learance- E ach student will b e r equired
to comple te a student Room Proper ty C ertificate
within 24 hours after roon1 o ccupan cy and turn
it in to the supervisor assign ed to hjs hall. vVh en
occupan cy of roon1 is termin ated, it will be
n ecessary to obtain a Room Clearan ce. This will
b e accomplish ed by having th e supervisor in sp ect
th e room, auth enicate an d rettu-n the certificate
to tl, e room occupa nt. Th e Stude nt Room Prope rty C ertificate will then be presented b y the
room occupant to the offi ce of the R esid en ce H a ll
Man ager, who will assess the occupant for any
prop erty d a mage and make the room key d epos it
r efund. Honorable discharges will b e m a d e only
whe n this certificate has b een presented to th e
office of the R esid en ce H a ll M a n ager dul y a uthenicated by th e supervisor.
7. E lectrical Equ ipment- The alteration and
repafr of any electri cal equipment and fi~"tures
in reside nce halls will b e m ad e onl y b y a d esignated colleg e electri cian. Room occupants are
n ot 'p ermitted to u se electrica l a ppliances oth er
than radios, phonographs, fans and electri c shavers .
8 . Firearms and Explosives-No student will
keep in his possession o r in his roo1n an y fir earn1s or other w eapons. No student will have or
keep in bis possession, or bring into, or cause
to be brought into r esiden ce balls, or a ny College building , any explosives, ammrn1ition , fireworks, or any inflammable fluids except for sm all
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19. Vacation Periods-During vacation periods
students are not permitted to remain on the
campus except by special written permission of
the Director of Housing. Students allowed to remain on the campus during vacation periods
will be charged a nominal fee. The College
reserves the right to reassign any and all rooms
during sucli periods.

commercial containers of lighting and cleaning
fluid . Possessing or exploding fireworks shall
be considered a High Court offense.
9. Fire-Figh ting Equipment-This equipment is
placed in the residence hall for the student's
protection. Occupants who 1nisuse this equipment
will be subject to High Court action.
10. Gamblin g-Gambling is prohibited in any
form within the residence hall.

20. Visitors-Students will not be permitted
to have overnight guests without written perm ission from the Residence Hall Manager. Occupant of rooms wfll be responsible for securing
proper permission and for the conduct of their
visitors.

11. Losses - The College is not liable for articles lost or stolen from rooms in residence halls .
Students are encouraged to deposit personal
funds in the College Bursar's Office. Students are
encouraged to keep their rooms locked when the
roon1 is not occupied.
12. Musical Instruments-Practicing or non-official use of musical instruments in the residence
halls (Loggia area included) are prohibited.
13. Pets - No pets are permitted in the build-

21. Waste Disposition - Ali waste paper and
other trash will be deposited in the waste baskets
provided in each room and on each hall, and
will not be swept into hallways.

ings.

14. Q uiet h ours are in effect each night from
7:00 p.m. until 8 :00 a.m. with the exception of
Saturday. On Saturday, quiet hours begin a t
midnight.

Section V

SUMMER SCHOOL REGULATIONS

15.

Restricted-The roof and ledges of the
dormitory are "off- lim its." Occupants wi ll keep
ledges adjacent to their rooms free from bottles,
paper and other refuse .

In general, the foregoing regulations are applicable at any time classes are being held or
dormitories are being occnpied. Minor adjustments
are made for Summer School operations . The
adjustments are made primari ly to satisfy the
condensed period of classroom work which time
and credit-wise approximates one-third of a semester. In addition, student organizations, including the High Court do not function during
the summer n1onths. In some instances, certain
sections of the dormitories, with inch· 'p<1 lounges
are placed off-limits for the housing of visiting or
female groups. Charges for automobile permits
are cut in half for each or both summer sessions.
By the same token, the number of parking violations that can be accumulated during a sun1mer
session is reduced to three.
During each summer session, for every course
numbered less than 300, absences of a personal
nature shall not exceed two per session for cl8sses
1neeting five or six times a week, and only one
absence for classes scheduled four or less times
a week.

16 . Room Keys-Keys will he issued from the
Residence Hall Office. If a key is lost a duplicate
may be obtained at a nominal replacement cost
from the Residence Hall Office. Keys other than
official keys may damage the locks. In this event
a charge will be made for the damage to the
lock as well as for a new College key. All
keys must be tumed in immediately upon termination of assignment.
17. Sports Area - Athletic activities are to be
confined to areas designated for such use. Playing near the buildings results in broken windows
and ruined lawns. Weight lifting equipment may
not be kept in the residence hall. No athletic
games will be played on hard surfaces adjacent
to any residence hall .
18. Unauthorized Keys-Any student fotu1d
having in his possession any unauthorized college
key shall be subject to High Court action.

SLOAN'S MEN'S STORE
Clemson, South Carolina
FIRST I

QUALITY - FAIREST IN PRICE
FASTEST I

T

SERVICE

A Satisfied Customer ls Our First Consideration
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TOWNSEND
PONTIAC- CADILLAC
PHONE UL 9-9440
Greenville Road

PONTIAC

Easley, S. C.

•

CADILLAC

G. M. C. TRUCKS

SKELTON HOME & AUTO
Goodyear Tires
General Electric Appliances
Quality Tire Recapping
COMPLETE LINE OF GE RADIOS AND STEREO
Budget Terms Av_ailable

DOWNTOW

CLEMSON

TOM SKELTON, CLASS '53
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GREENVILLE
Y. M. C. A.
HEALTH CLUB

MEMBERSHIP

MEN-$100 per year-$30 per quarter

WOMEN-$100 per year-$30 per quarter

STEAM BATHS - MASSAGES

GREE VILLE, S. C.

721 CLEVELAND ST.
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